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SPRING FIELD REPORT, MARCH to MAY 1999
Compiled by
W. Ross Silcock, P.O. Box 57, Tabor, IA 51653
Joel G. Jorgensen, 121 8 Jackson St., Blair, NE 68008
INTRODUCTION
This spring proved an exciting season for several reasons. For warbler fans, it
described a dream with lots of birds to look at and a rather incredible species
count (for anywhere) of no fewer than 381 Many "eastern" warblers were found
westward, especially at "islands" of habitat such as the Geneva Cemetery and
similar spots just beyond the western edge of the original eastern woodland region,
as well as the Panhandle. For rarity counters, spring included no fewer than 4 first
state records: Glossy Ibis, Gray Flycatcher, Black-throated Gray Warbler, and
1
Brambling. We make here a special note that the last 3 birds were seen by Ste~
Dinsmore, who found the flycatcher and warbler himself through his dilige
checking of that migrant trap par excellence, Oliver Reservoir. The Glossy lbi;
was found by Joel Jorgensen, through his equally diligent checking of the Rainwat
Basin (disclaimer: WRS wrote this!). Slightly different types of first stat~
records, but possibly more significant biologically, included the first confirme~
breeding records this century (!) for two species: Sandhill Crane and Pileate~
Woodpecker. Other interesting records for various reasons were a 4th state and
12th North American Common Crane; an amazing 27 Red Knots in one flock; the 6th
state White-winged Dove (meanwhile the 4th is still hanging out in Kearney!); the
2nd spring Hammond's Flycatcher; a possible Common Raven; a far out of range
Bewick's Wren, and as many as 16 Blue-gray Gnatcatchers in the Panhandle. In
addition, the spring period saw numerous record counts and rather early spring
arrival dates also. All told, quite a spring!!
ABBREVIATIONS
ADF: Arbor Day Farm, Nebraska City; BOL: Branched Oak L, SRA/WMA Lancaster
Co; CCM: Clear Creek Marshes, WMA Keith-Garden Cos; Cem: Cemetery;
CLNWR: Crescent L NWR, Garden Co; FF: Fontenelle Forest, Bellevue; FL: Funl<
Lagoon, WPA Phelps Co; HCR: Harlan Co Res, Harlan Co; ICSP: Indian Cave SP,
Nemaha-Richardson Cos; L: Lake; LM: L Mcconaughy, SRA Keith Co; NC: Nature
Center; NM: National Monument; NNF: Nebraska National Forest; NOU: Nebraska
Ornithologists' Union; NOURC: NOU Records Committee; NPNWR: North Platte
NWR, Scotts Bluff Co; NWR: National Wildlife Refuge; PL: Pawnee L, SRA
Lancaster Co; Res: Reservoir; RWB: area of potholes in southcentral NE, mainly
in Phelps, ,Hamilton, York, Clay, and Fillmore Cos; SH P: State Historical Park; SL:
Sewage Lagoons; SP: State Park; SRA: State Recreation Area; UNK: University
of Nebraska-Kearney; UNL: University of Nebraska-Lincoln; WMA: (State) Wildlife
Management Area; WPA: (Federal) Waterfowl Production Area.
GAZETTEER
Arbor L: Lancaster Co; Ashfall Fossil Beds SHP: Antelope Co; Ash Hollow
SHP: Garden Co; Ayr L: Adams Co; Basswood Ridge: WMA Dakota Co; Black
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Island Area: WMA Cuming Co; Bluestem L: Lancaster Co; Boyer Chute
NWR:Washington Co; Bruning Dam: Thayer Co; Chadron SP: Dawes Co;
Conestoga L: Lancaster Co; Crystal Cove L: South Sioux City; Cunningham
L: Omaha; Deep Well Basin: WMA Hamilton Co; DeSoto NWR: Washington Co;
Facus Springs: WMA Morrill Co; Fort Niobrara NWR: Cherry Co; Fort
Robinson SP: Sioux-Dawes Cos; Freeman L: WPA York Co; Goehner Basin:
Seward Co; Grove Lake Area: WMA Antelope Co; Harvard Marsh: WPA Clay
co· Hastings Basin: Adams Co; Johnson Basin: WPA Phelps Co; Johnson L:
SRA Dawson-Gosper Cos; Keystone Dam: forms L Mcconaughy, Keith Co;
Keystone L: below Keystone Dam, Keith Co; Kiowa Springs: WMA Scotts Bluff
Co; Kirkpatrick Basin: WMA York Co; Kissinger Basin: WMA Clay Co; Lange
Basin: WPA Clay Co; Lewis and Clark L: SRA Knox-Cedar Cos; Little Salt
Fork Marsh: Lancaster Co; Long Canyon: Banner. Lancaster Co; L Minatare:
SRA Scotts Bluff Co; Monroe Canyon: Sioux Co; Neale Woods:
Douglas-Washington Cos; Niobrara Marsh: marsh complex including Bazile Creek
WMA Knox Co; Niobrara Valley (Nature Conservancy) Preserve:
Cherry-Keya, Paha-Brown Cos; North Harvard Basin: Clay Co; North Lake
Basin: WMA Seward Co; Oak Glen Area: WMA Seward Co; Offutt (Air) Base
L: Sarpy Co; L Ogallala: below Keystone Dam Keith Co; Oliver Res: SRA
Kimball Co; Pelican Point Area: SRA Burt Co; Pine Ridge: escarpment of
Ponderosa Pine habitat in Sioux, Dawes, Sheridan Cos; Pintail Basin: WMA
Hamilton Co; Platte River SP: Cass Co; Ponca SP: Dixon Co; Rakes Creek
A re a: WMA Cass Co; Redington Canyon: 7 miles s of Redington Morrill Co;
Rock Creek L: SRA Dundy Co; (Lillian Annette) Rowe Sanctuary: Kearney
Co; Schilling Refuge: WMA Cass Co; Schramm Park: SRA Sarpy Co;
Sinninger Lagoon: WPA York Co; Sowbelly Canyon: Sioux Co; Spring
Creek Prairie: Lancaster Co; Standing Bear L: Omaha; Swanson Res:
SRA/WMA Hitchcock Co; Trecy's Slough: Dakota Co; Valentine NWR: Cherry
Co; Walnut Creek L: Sarpy Co; Wehrspann L: Sarpy Co; West Ash Canyon:
Dawes Co; Whitefront Basin: WPA, Clay Co; Wildcat Hills: escarpment of
Ponderoa Pine habitat in Scotts Bluff, Banner, and Morrill Cos; Wild Rose Ranch:
Kearney Co; Wilkins Basin: WPA Fillmore Co; Willow Creek L: SRA Pierce Co;
Winters Creek L: part of NPNWR; Wolf L: Saunders Co; Wood Duck Area:
WMA Stanton Co; Yellowbanks Area: WMA, Madison Co.
OBSERVERS
Laurel Badura (LB), Kearney; Roland Barth (RB), Omaha; Marjorie Birkmann
(MBi), Talmage; Jeff Bouton (JB), Port Charlotte, FL; Mark Brogie (MB),
Creighton; Linda R. Brown (LRB), Lincoln; Stephen J. Dinsmore (SJD), Fort
Collins, CO; Larry Einemann (LE), Lincoln; David C. Ely (DCE); Carol Falk (CF),
Nebraska City; Laurence Falk (LF), Nebraska City; Kent Fiala (KF), Raleigh, NC;
Joe For.taine (Jfo), Fort Collins, CO; Jim Fuller (JF), Iowa City, IA; Ruth Green
(RG), ~ellevue; Joe Gubanyi (JG), Seward; Carolyn Hall (CH), Bassett; John W.
Hall (J'NH), Omaha; Robin Harding (RH), Gibbon; Dave Heidt (DH), Norfolk; Elsie
Helzer (EHe), Hastings; Susan J. Herrick (SJH), Lincoln; Thomas Hoffman (TH),
Omaha; Glen Hoge (GH), Alma; Wanda Hoge (WH), Alma; Gregg Hoover (GHo),
North Platte; Bill F. Huser (BFH), South Sioux City; Todd Jensen (T J), Rapid City,
SD; Paul Johnsgard (P J), Lincoln; Clyde E. Johnson (CEJ), Omaha; Jan Johnson
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(J J ), Wakefield; Joel G. Jorgensen (JG J), Blair; Joey Kellner ( J Ke), Littleton,
CO; Alice Kenitz (AK), Gering; Clem N. Klaphake (CNK), Bellevue; Lucy Koenig
(LK), Scottsbluff; Nicholas Komar (NK), Fort Collins, CO; Raymond Korpi (RK),
Vancouver, WA; Jim Kovanda (J K), Omaha; Sandy Kovanda (SK), Omaha; Thomas
E. Labedz (TEL), Lincoln; Jim Meyer (JM), Grand Island; Wayne Mollhoff (WM),
Lincoln; Mark Orsag (MO), Crete; Babs Padelford (BP), Bellevue; Loren Padelford
(LP), Bellevue; Don Paseka (DP), Ames; Janis Paseka (JP), Ames; Brandon K.
Percival (BKP), Pueblo West, CO; Suzi Plooster (SP), Boulder, CO; Kevin Poague
(KP), Lincoln; Jerry Probst (JP r ), Sioux City, IA; Neva Pruess (NP), Lincoln;
Lanny Randolph (LR), Gibbon; Neal Ratzlaff (NR), Omaha; Dave Rintoul (DR),
Manhattan, KS; Alan Risor (ARi), Wisner; Lynette Risor (LRi), Wisner; David
Sarkozi (OS), Houston, TX; W. Ross Silcock (WRS), Tabor, IA; John Sullivan (JS),
Lincoln; David L. Swanson (DLS), Vermillion, SD; Paul Tebbel (PT), Kearney;
Jerry Toll (JT), Omaha; John Tumasonis (JTu), Lafayette, CO; Mark Urwiller
(MU), Kearney; Moni Usasz (MUs), Lincoln; Alan Versaw (AV), Colorado Springs,
CO; Patrice Wallace (PW), Omaha; Don Weiss (DWe), Olathe, KS; Dave Williams
(OW), Lawrence, KS; Randall D. Williams (ROW), Sioux City, IA; Suzanne Winckler
(SW), Paradise Valley, AZ.

SPECIES ACCOUNTS
Red-throated Loon: One molting into alternate plumage at LM was documented
on 16 May (SJD). This sighting will likely be only the 3rd spring record for NE;
the 2nd occurred at the same location last year.
Pacific Loon: A single bird in basic plumage was a good find at L Ogallala
between 12 and 16 May (SJD, DCE, JFO, m.ob.).
Common Loon: The first reported were 2 at LM/L Ogallala on 28 March (SJD).
The high count totaled 8 at LM/L Ogallala on 24 April (SJD). Rare on RWB marshes,
a basic-plumaged bird appeared at Pintail Basin on 2 May (JGJ).
Pjed-bj!led Grebe: Routine reports.
Horned Grebe: Quite early was a single spotted at LM on 8 March (SJD). An
excellent count was 4 7 reported at LM on 28 March (SJD).
Eared Grebe: The earliest reported were 4 at CLNWR on 28 March (SJD), and a
record high spring count was 450 there on 12 May (SJD). Late in the south were
the 2 seen at HCR on 27 May (GH, WH).
Western Grebe: The first arrivals were the very early 1 07 birds seen at LM on
28 March (SJD). The high count was 5000+ at LM on 1 2 May (SJD). Rare in the
RWB, the 7 reported at Harvard Marsh, plus singles at both Kissinger Basin and
Ayr L, on 24 April (JGJ) came as a surprise. The farthest east were 3 seen at PL
on 8 May (JS).
Clark's Gret)e: A'single was spotted at LM on 28 March (SJD), the 2nd earliest
ever. And five app~ared there on 12 May (SJD, DCE, JFo) and 4 on 18 May (BP,
LP).
Amerjcan Whjte Pelican: The high counts were 700 at LM on both 27 March
(SJD) and on 1 May (SJD).
Qouble-crested Cormorant: Up to 200 were reported at HCR on 27 May;
however, no nesti'ng activity was observed (GH, WH) at this location, where
nesting has taken place in recent years.
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amerjcan Bjttern: Up to 11 single birds were found in the eastern third of the
state this spring, the species' best showing there in recent memory. The high
count totaled 2 birds at CLNWR on 12 May (SJD, DCE, JFo) and 2 at North Lake
Basin on 23 April (JG).
uast Bjttern: None reported .
.G,reat Blue Heron: A relatively new breeding colony, which is increasing in
size, contained 23 birds and 14 nests at Oliver Res on 4 April (SJD) .
.G,reat Egret: The earliest were 4 spotted at Pintail Basin on 3 April (JGJ). The
high count was 11 at Hastings Basin on 1 May (JGJ). The farthest west was a
single seen at Kiowa Springs on 18 May (BP, LP) .
.snowy Egret: The 2 reported at HCR on 23 April (BP, LP, GH, WH) and 8 May
(GH, WH); the 2 at Harvard Marsh on 1 May (JGJ); and the 1 to 2 at Kissinger
Basin between 14 and 16 May (JGJ, mob) account for all the reports for this rare
to uncommon migrant.
J.jttle Blye Heron: Total reports for this rare migrant in spring included a single
spotted at Trecy's Slough on 21 April (BFH), a loner seen near the Gibbon 1-80 exit
on 7 May (LR, RH), and 1 to 3 adults noted at Cracker Barrel Marsh, Lincoln,
between 8 and 15 May (JS, mob).
'attle Egret: The high count was 40 at Pintail Basin on 2 May (JGJ). The
farthest west were 4 reported in northwestern Garden Co on 1 May (SJD).
~reen Heron: At the western edge of the species' range were 2 noted at LM on
12 May (SJD).
Black-crowned Njght-Heron: An excellent high count was 47 at Kissinger
Basin on 24 Apr (JGJ).
Yellow-crowned Njght-Heron: Rare anytime, an adult was discovered at
Cracker Barrel Marsh, Lincoln, on 31 May (JS).
Glossy lbjs: An adult in alternate plumage was identified in a flock of 28
White-faced Ibis that gathered at Wilkins Basin on 24 April (JGJ). If NOURC accepts
the documentation, this sighting will be a 1st state record. This species is very
difficult to identify unless it is in high-spring plumage.
Whjte-faced lbjs: This species made an excellent showing in the state this
spring. The earliest reported were 7 in the eastern RWB on 18 April (JGJ). The
high counts included 28 observed at Wilkins Basin on 24 Apr (JGJ) and 27 seen at
Oliver Res on 1 May (SJD). The farthest east were a single at Trecy's Slough
from 20 to 24 April (BFH) and 4 at Cracker Barrel Marsh, Lincoln, on 8 May (JS).
Tardy were 3 spotted at Goehner Basin on 29 May (JGJ).
Turkey Vultyre: The earliest reported included singles at Nebraska City (LF,
CF), Lewellen (SJD), and CCM (SJD) on 27 March. The high count was 18 in
northeastern Chase Co on 30 May (LR, RH).
Greater White-fronted Goose: Late birds included 2 to 5 spotted at FL
between 14 and 16 May (SJD, BP, LP), 2 at Ayr L throughout May (JGJ, SJO, BP,
LP), and a single at Harvard Marsh throughout May (JGJ).
Snow Goose: The typical huge numbers gathered in centraJ NE in March. Many
remained in the RWB into May, too many to mention all.
Boss's Goose: The best count, and a bit late, were 60 reported at LM on 24 April
(SJD).
Canada Goose: Late migrants were the 1 to 2 individuals of small subspecies
seen at FL on 13 and 16 May (SJD) and a single small bird identified at Harvard
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Marsh on 14 May (SJD). Any birds of the small races are in all likelihood migrants
in NE; residents are of large races.
Tyndra Swan: Rare in spring, a single was reported at PL on 4 April (JS).
Wood pyck: Routine reports.
Gadwall: Routine reports.
Amerjcan Wjgeon: The high count was 450 at NPNWR on 6 April (LK).
Amerjcan Black Qyck: A drake (details provided) was identified at Winters
Creek Lon 27 March (SJD). This sighting represents the 8th Panhandle report, the
4th in spring. The only other report this spring (details also provided) was of a
single at Niobrara Marsh from 6 to 20 March (MBr, JGJ, BFH).
Mallard: The high count tallied 15,125 at NPNWR on 10 March (LK).
Blye-wjnged Teal: Routine reports.
Cjnnamon Teal: This species went unreported in the far east and was more
difficult than usual to find in the eastern RWB (JGJ). The earliest spotted were 2
at FL on 11 March (GH, WH), a very early date. A record high count was 16 at
Kiowa Springs on 19 April (SJD).
Northern Shoyeler: The high count was 500 at FL on 6 March (LR, RH).
Northern PintaH: A superb high count was the 12,000 observed at FL on 6
March (LR, RH).
Green-wjnged Teal: The high counts-perhaps underscoring the timing of the
species' peak late March movement through the state--were 1,800 at Kissinger
Basin on 28 March (JGJ) and 1,200 at LM on 27 March (SJD).
Canvasback: An excellent count was the 400 noted at HCR on 12 March (LR, RH).
A single drake identified at Hartford Sandpit, northwest of Fremont, on 12 May
(JP, DP) was rather late.
Redhead: The high count was 2750 at NPNWR on 10 March (LK). Typical of this
species propensity to appear well south of the breeding range in late May were 2
reported at Alma SL on 27 May (GH, WH), although this sighting represents the 2nd
latest away from a known breeding location.
Rjng-necked Puck: The high count totaled 312 at Kissinger Basin on 28 March
(JGJ). Unusually late were singles discovered at FL on 22 May (LR, RH) and Ayr L
on 27 May (JGJ).
"'
Greater Scayp: Good high counts, 22 and 21, came from L Ogallala on 8 and 28
March (SJD) respectively. A late bird appeared there on 24 April (SJD, BP, LP).
Another group of 11 were noted at Winters Creek Lon 27 March (SJO). Rather late
(but with details provided) were 2 reported at FL on 1 May (LR, RH).
Lesser Scayp: The high count was 213 at L Ogallala on 1 May (SJD). Late were
the 4 birds reported in Clay Co on 29 May (JGJ).
O!dsgyaw: Rare in spring, an unusual number were reported: a single was
observed at L Ogallala on 8 March (SJD), 2 were spotted at Walnut Creek L between
2 and S April (BP, LP), and 2 immatures were noted at L Ogallala on 24 April
(SJD, BP, LP), the latter a very late date.
Byff!ehead: ThEthigh count was 229 at L Ogallala on 24 April (SJO). The last to
leave were the 1~ there on 16 May (SJO).
Common Gol~neye: Late was a group of 6 observed at L Ogallala on 12 May
(SJD) and a sin
spotted there on 19 May (BP, LP), the latter a very late date.
Hooded Merganser: Five female immature types were found in late May in the
east, most in the RWB. Birds in this plumage, and only in this plumage, have been
showing up in litte May to June for the past several years, and there clearly
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appears to be a pattern. If these birds were indeed adult females would they not be
associated with prime breeding habitat (wooded streams, etc)? Many of these
birds are, however, found on prairie wetlands and are more likely non-breeding
first-year males and/or females. Perhaps they are forced out of breeding areas to
the east and disperse westward during the prime breeding season.
Red-breasted Merganser: The earliest reported were 2 at Cunningham Lon 7
March (JGJ). Late was a female spotted at L Ogallala on 13 May (SJD).
'2mmon Merganser: May reports included 5 at L Ogallala on 13 May (SJD) and
2 at Oliver Res on 17 May (SJD).
B,uddy Dyck: Routine reports .
.Qsprev.: The earliest spotted was a single at FF on 11 April (BP, LP). The high
count totaled only 2, at HCR on 24 April (GH, WH).
Miss is sip p j K j t e: The only reports were of a single adult seen at Ogallala on 16
May (SJD) and 2 noticed there on 19 May (LP, BP).
Jiald Eagle: Routine reports.
H211bern Harrier: A good sum was 10 seen in southwestern Kimball Co on 4
April (SJD).
Sharp-shinned Hawk: This species is very rare as a breeder in the state, and
therefore of special interest was a single observed regularly in display flight near
Alma from 12 to 29 April (GH, WH).
Cooper's Hawk: Routine reports.
B!!d-shouldered Hawk: The only report was of a single spotted at FF on 7 April

(BP, LP).
Broad-wjnqed Hawk: The high count was 3 in Dodge Co on 3 April (JP, DP), a
rather early date. Farthest west was a single observed at Streeter Park, Aurora,
on 7 May (JGJ).
Swainson's Hawk: The high count was 24 at Whitefront Basin on 24 Apr (JGJ).
Red-tailed Hawk: Routine reports.
Ferrygjnoys Hawk: Very far east was a single seen at North Lake Basin on 20
March (JG). Nesting reports are always welcome. A pair and a possible nest were
found in southwestern Cheyenne Co on 28 March (SJD). A single and a nest were
also reported south of Antioch on 1 May (SJD).
Rough-legged Hawk: As many as 8 were observed in southwestern Kimball Co
on 4 April (SJD), and 2 remained there until 17 April (SJD).
Golden Eagle: A pair and a nest were found in southeastern Kimball Co on 28
March (SJD).
Amerjcan Kestrel: Perhaps underscoring peak migration period were the 29
counted at Harvard Marsh on 24 April (JGJ).
Mer Ii n: Ten reports were received, all in the period from 9 March to 11 May
(SJD). Seven of the 11 spotted were found at LM and points to the west, all of the
prairie subspecies, richarsonii (SJD).
Prsljrje falcon: The farthest east was a single observed near Gibbon on 9 March
(SJO). A pair performed courtship flights at Scotts Bluff NM on 27 March (SJD).
Peregrine Falcon: A whopping 25 were reported in the period between 17 April
(JGJ) ahd 17 May (BP, LP), 16 of the 25 in the RWB.
Gray Partrjdge: A single was found northwest of Fremont on 29 March (JP, DP).
Ring-necked Pheasant: Routine reports.
Greater Prairje-Chjcken: Routine reports.
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Sharo-tailed Grouse: Reports from the southern Panhandle, where the species
is not especially numerous but appears to be establishing itself, included 5 in
western Banner Co on 17 April (SJD); 3 in northwestern Kimball Co on 17 April
(SJD); and 1 in central Banner Co on 14 April (SJD).
Wild Tyrkey: Routine reports.
Northern Bobwhite: At West Lawn Cemetery, Gering, 2 were found on both 19
April (SJD, RK, DCE) and 12 May (SJD, DCE, JFo).
Yellow Rail: Several "possible" birds were reported from Dodge Co on 16 May
(DP). Reporting "possible" Yellow Rails has limited value record-wise, but it is of
much interest for those searching for the species in the state. Yellow Rail is
perhaps the toughest (presumably) regular species to find in the state. Very few
good records exist, and there are certainly more questions than answers regarding
that status of this species in NE.
Virgjnia Raj!: Early were 2 observed at Oliver Res on 16 May (SJD). The high
count was 3 at a small marsh just north of L Ogallala on 24 April (BP, LP) .
.5..2.r..i.: Routine reports.
Amerjcan Coot: The high counts totaled 1400 at FL on 18 April (LR, RH) and 800
at NPNWR on 19 April (LK).
Sandhill Crane: Breeding was detected in the eastern RWB this spring for~tb.e
first time in NE this century. Two adults tending 2 chicks were found on 29 May
(JGJ, GJ) at Harvard Marsh. Adults had been observed on and off in the eastern
RWB between May and August for the past 4 years; and it now appears that family
groups found in August of both 1996 and 1998 in Clay Co (JGJ) almost certainly
involved local breeding. The nearest known breeding location is eastern Iowa,
nearly 600 miles away, although breeding was attempted in central Missouri in
1996 (Joe Lloyd, fide JGJ).
Whoopjng Crane: None reported.
Common Crane: A cooperative, but at times difficult to find, adult was seen in
Kearney Co, approximately 10 miles south of the 1-80 Gibbon exit between 6 and
26 March (Tammy Ver Cauteren, mob). This sighting represents the fifth record
for NE--the previous 4 coming in the period from 1 6 March to 1 April--and about
the 12th for North America. This bird shared a pale plumage with a bird found last
fall in Delta Junction, Alaska, and is very likely the same bird.
Blac~-bellied Player: The earliest noted was a single at HCR 20 on April (GH,
WH). The high counts included 66 in Dodge Co on 21 May (JP, DP), 38 in the
eastern RWB on 15 May (JGJ), and 33 at Kissinger Basin on 14 May (SJD) .
. Amerjcan Golden-Ployer: The earliest spotted was a single at Sinninger Lagoon
on 3 April (JGJ). The high count was 104 in the eastern RWB on 1 May (JGJ). The
57 at Trecy's Slough on 1 May (BFH) represents another good count, perhaps the
best away from the RWB in recent memory.
Snowy Ployer: Singles were found (and documented) at Wilkins Basin on 8 May
(LP, BP) and North Harvard Basin on 30 May (JGJ). Another single observed at FL
on 13 May (SJD) was joined by a second bird the following day. This species has
been found in the RWB each year since 1993 and is no doubt a regular spring
visitor.
Semjpa!mated Ployer: The earliest were 3 reported at HCR on 10 April (GH,
WH). The rather low high count was the 23 observed at LM on 1 May (SJD).
pjpjng Plover: Intriguing was the discovery of a pair seen courting and digging
nest scrapes at Swanson Res on 13 May (SJD). As this species is not known to
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breed in the Republican R drainage, these birds may have transferred from the
Platte R or LM; the latter has experienced high water during the last several years
and thus limited habitat.
JUI! de er: Routine reports.
it<>untajn ployer: Up to 6 were found in southwestern Kimball Co on 4 April
(SJD), and 5 remained there on 17 April (SJD). A nest with 3 eggs was also
monitored between 11 and 17 May (SJD, JFo).
,Wack-necked Stilt: Likely breeders were the pair spotted west of Lakeside on
1 May (SJD). Easterly migrants appeared below HCR between 21 and 23 April (GH,
WH) and at Kissinger Basin on 20 May (JGJ).
Amerjcan Ayocet: The earliest was a single reported at CLNWR on 28 March
(SJD). And the high counts totaled a spring record 151 at LM on 24 April (SJD),
120 at HCR on 23 April (BP, LP) and 75 at Ayr Lon 24 April (JGJ).
,Greater Yellowlegs: Quite early was a single spotted at Niobrara Marsh on 6
March (JGJ, MBr). The high count was 152 in the eastern RWB on 3 April (JGJ).
Lesser Yeltowleqs: The earliest were 6 found in the eastern RWB on 28 March
(JGJ). And the high count was 454 in the eastern RWB between 17 and 18 April
(JGJ).
Solitary Sandpjper: Fewer birds than usual were reported.
Willet: The earliest was a single sighted in Clay Co on 11 April (JGJ). The high
counts were 87 in the eastern RWB on 24 April (JGJ), 51 at HCR on 23 April (BP,
LP), 50 at North Lake Basin on 23 April (JG), and 28 at LM on 24 April (SJD). Late
were the 2 seen at Harvard Marsh on 23 May (JGJ) and the 4 reported at HCR on
27 May (GH, WH).
Spotted Sandojper: The high count was 19 recorded at LM on 12 May (SJD).
Upland Sandpjoer: The earliest was a single spotted in Clay Co on 18 April
(JGJ). And the high count was 4 north of Keystone Lon 12 May (SJD, DCE, JFo).
Whimbrel: All reports, as usual, occurred in a narrow window, this year from
12 to 18 May: 3 were seen at Oliver Res on 12 May (JFo, SJD, DCE); 1 was
discovered at Swanson Res on 13 May (SJD); 11 were sighted at Harvard Marsh on
15 May (JGJ), and a single was discovered at LM on 18 May (BP, LP}.
Long-billed Cyrlew: Pairs seen in southwestern Kimball Co and southwestern
Scotts Bluff Co on 17 April (SJD) were in an area were the species is not known to
breed, but at a time when breeding could be underway. The 15 noted at HCR on 3
May (GH, WH) were surprisingly late for migrants.
Hydsonjan ,Godwit: Poor numbers were reported this spring. The high count was
25 near Bruning Dam on 14 May (SJD, JGJ). The last to leave was a single seen at
Sinninger Lagoon on 30 May (JGJ).
Marbled Godwjt: Excellent high counts were 134 in Keith Co on 24 April (SJD)
and SO at HCR on 5 May (GH, WH).
Ruddy Turnstone: The high count was an excellent 18 reported at Sinninger
Lagoon Oft 8 May (BP, LP). Five other singles were found in eastern NE between 3
and 22 May.
Red KqQl: Amazing was the 27 documented at Ayr Lon 20 May (JGJ). There are
only 2 previous documented spring records.
Sanderling: The high counts were 37 at LM on 12 May (SJD) and 30 at Swanson
Res on 13 May (SJD).
Semjpalmated Sandpiper: Numbers were low this spring. The high counts
were 326 at FL on 13 May (SJD) and 200 at Sinninger Lagoon on 8 May (BP, LP).
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Western Sandojper: Rather uncommon in spring, singles were found at LM
(SJD) and Sinninger Lagoon (JGJ) on 1 May and at FL on 13 May (SJD).
Least Sandpjper: The high counts were 300 at Johnson Basin on 1 May (LR, RH),
187 in the eastern RWB on 1 May, and 59 at LM on 24 April (SJD, BP, LP).
Whjte-rumped Sandpjper: The earliest were 2 reported in Clay Co on 24 April
(JGJ), and the high count was 2,816 in the eastern RWB on 30 May (JGJ).
Bajrd's Sandpiper: The first reported were 104 in the eastern RWB (JGJ) and a
single at CCM (SJD) on 28 March. The high counts were 506 in the eastern RWB on
11 April (JGJ) and 200 at LM on 24 April (SJD, BP, LP).
pectoral Sandpjper: The earliest were 11 spotted in the eastern RWB on 28
March (JGJ); and the high count was 182 there on 1 May (JGJ).
Qualia: The earliest was a single seen at Freeman Lon 3 April (JGJ). The high
counts were 22 at Ayr L and 11 at Harvard Marsh, boch on 8 May (BP, LP). Rare
in the west, a single was found at LM on 24 April (SJD, BP, LP).
Stilt Sandpiper: The earliest were 2 spotted at LM (SJD) and a single reported
at Kissinger Basin on 24 April (JGJ). The high counts were 605 in the eastern RWB
on 20 May (JGJ) and 277 at FL on 13 May (SJD).
Byff-breasted Sandpjper: A total of 366 were found this spring, all but one in
the eastern RWB. The exception was a single spotted in Dodge Co on 14 May (JP,
DP). The high count was 139 in the eastern RWB between 6 and 7 May (JGJ).
Short-billed Oowitcher: A total of 57 were found in the state and in the
eastern RWB this spring, all in the period between 6 and 24 May. The best counts
were 18 at Sinninger Lagoon on 20 May (JGJ) and 10 near Denman, Buffalo Co, on
8 May (LR, RH).
Lonq-bjl!ed Qowitcher: The earliest were 20 spotted in the eastern RWB on 28
March (JGJ). The best count was 1,363 in the eastern RWB between 1 and 2 May
(JGJ). Late were the 3 noted in Clay Co on 30 May (JGJ).
Common Snjpe: The high count was 87 in the eastern RWB on 3 May (JGJ). The 4
seen at Valentine NWR on 29 May (JTu) were likely breeders.
Amerjcan Woodcock: A single was noted at ADF on 8 March (LF, CF).
Wjlson's Phalarope: The earliest was a single found in Clay Co on 17 April
(JGJ). The high counts were 1,534 at L Ogallala on 1 May (SJD) and 939 in the
Lakeside-Antioch area the same day (SJD).
Red-necked Phalarope: The earliest were 2 in the eastern RWB on 6 May (JGJ).
And the high count was 9 at L Ogallala on 12 May (SJD).
Frank!jo's Gyl!: The earliest was a single reported at Cunningham Lon 7 March
(JGJ). The high count was 800 at LM on 1 May (SJO).
Bonaparte's Gyl!: The earliest was a single spotted at LM on 27 March (SJD).
The high count was 277 at LM on 24 April (SJD, BP, LP).
Bjng-bjl!ed Gyl!: The high count was 2,400 at L Minatare on 7 March (SJD).
Caljfornia Gull: The only reports were of a single seen at Johnson Lon 9 March
(SJD), 3 to 4 spotted at LM between 13 and 16 May (SJD), and a 2nd winter bird
noted far to the east at Kiwanis Park, Omaha, on 18 April (WRS), the 4th record
for eastern NE.
Herrjng Gyl!: Up to 270 remained at Johnson L until 9 March where as many as
1,000 were found in February (LR, RH, JGJ). A single first-year was a rare find
for the location, Harvard Marsh, on 11 April (JGJ). Late were both the 4 spotted
at Swanson Res on 13 May (SJD) and the 2 sighted at LM on 16 May (SJO, BP, LP).
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lbayer's Gy!I: Up to 5 were seen at L Ogallala on 8 March (SJD), and a single
frst-year bird was noted at LM on 27 March (SJO).
~sser Black-backed Gull: A single 4th-basic bird was reported at L Ogallala
on 8 March (SJD).
!iJaucoys Gy!I: The small adult found at LM in February remained until 28 March;
there was some speculation (WRS, who else?) that this might have been an
individual of the small race barrovianus, but it had a yellow (rather than
reddish-purple) orbital ring (SJD and his high-powered scope). Another first-year
bird was discovered at Johnson Lon 9 March (SJD).
~spjan Tern: Few were reported. And the best count was 2 at Oliver Res on 1
May (SJD).
,C.Qmmon Tern: All reports are as follows: a single spotted at Oliver Res on 1
May (SJD); 4 with 60 Forster's Terns at HCR on 6 May (GH, WH); 2 at Ayr Lon 15
May (JPr, JGJ); and a single seen at North Harvard Basin on 24 May (JGJ).
forster's Tern: The high counts included 60 at HCR on 6 May (GH, WH) and 44 at
LM on 24 April (SJD).
Least Tern: Rare away from either breeding areas or major watercourses, a
single was seen at a pond 5 miles southeast of Seward on 18 May (JG).
Black Tern: The high counts totaled 700 at L Ogallala on 16 May {SJD) and 300 at
North Platte SL the same day (SJD).
Bock Doye: Routine reports.
Whjte-wjnged Qoye: The one that appeared in a Creighton yard from 22 to 27
April (MB) marks only the state's 6th report, 4th documented. The prior record
was still hanging around Kearney, having being seen from 8 July 1998 through at
least 21 May this spring (fide LR, RH).
Moyrojng Qoye: the earliest in the west were 2 seen south of Gering on 4 April
(AK); most leave that area for the winter.
Ringed Turtle-poye: The one spotted at Cody Park, North Platte, on 29 May
probably escaped from the "menagerie" there (JTu).
B!ack-bjlled Cuckoo: Normally a late arriver, the first was rather early at
Wood Duck Area on 12 May (DH), followed by one noted at FF on 20 May (BP, LP)
with singles seen at Neale Woods (B) and Basswood Ridge (BFH) the next day.
Reports of this species have been few in recent years; only 5 were reported this
season.
Yellow-billed Cuckoo: As with the previous species, one beat the bunch by
several days; this time one was spotted at Lange Basin on 1 May (JGJ). Next were
singles sighted at Oak Glen Area on 10 May (JG) and Geneva Cem on 14 May (JGJ).
The best count was 16 at ICSP on 23 May (WRS). None was reported from the
Panhandle.
Barn Owl: The earliest were 2 reported north of Minden on 20 March (RG),
followed by one discovered at a traditional nest site north of CCM on 27 March
(SJD). One was also spotted at a possible road cut nest site in southwestern Garden
Co on 1i May (SJD).
Eastern Screech-Ow!: Routine reports.
Great Horned Owl: Nests with young were reported in the period from 2 to 24
April (JJ, GH, WH); 2 young with primaries emerging were seen in a nest near
Redington on 24 April (WM).
BY er ow i ng 0 w I: The earliest were a single reported at Facus Springs on 27
March (SJD) and 2 found in southern Cheyenne Co the next day (SJD). An amazing
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count was 41 in southwestern Scotts Bluff Co on 19 April (SJD). Five nests were
located on 8 May at Fort Niobrara NWR (fide CH), along with a single noted in Keith
Co on 12 May (SJD), the only reports from east of the Panhandle.
Barred Owl: Farthest to the west were one seen at BOL on 21 March (B) and a
juvenile found at Wilderness Park, Lincoln, on 15 May (LE).
Long-eared Owl: Observers should follow up on April or later sightings to see if
nesting takes place. Examples included singles reported at Conestoga L on 8 April
and 8 May (JS, B) and one spotted at CLNWR on 1 May (SJD). The two reported at
BOL on 21 March (B) were probably wintering there, but nesting sometimes occurs
in the vicinity of winter roosts. Most presumed wintering birds depart by April.
Short-eared Owl: The earliest was one seen in Kimball Co on 14 March (NK).
Another was reported as far northeast as the Creighton area on 21 March (B)--a
record count was 9 there on 21 March (B). Non-wintering birds return in March,
and eggs are laid in April. One noted in Clay Co on 12 May (GH, WH) was likely
nesting nearby.
Northern Saw-whet Owl: An exciting report was of one singing at 2:30 a.m. on
21 May at the West Ash Canyon campground (WM). While this species is known to
summer in the Pine Ridge, there are as yet no confirmed records of breeding.
Common Nighthawk: The earliest was one sighted at Papillion on 4 May,
followed by singles spotted at South Sioux City (BFH) and Fremont (DP, JP) on 12
May. The earliest in the west was one seen south of Benkelman on 13 May (SJD).
No concentrations were reported.
Common Poorwjll: The earliest were 2 discovered at Ash Hollow SHP on 12 May
(SJD). Two had returned to last year's nest site in West Ash Canyon on 23 May
(WM), and 4 were spotted at NNF, Halsey, by 31 May (JS).
Chyck-wil!'s-wjdow: Singles had returned to edge-of-range outposts at Wolf L
on 7 May (fide TH), a rather early date, and north of Willis on 12 May (BFH).
These birds are now hard to find at former locations nearer the core of their NE
range in the mid and lower Missouri Valley where encroaching housing
developments occur.
Whjp-poor-will: The first noted were 7, also the best count, spotted in
southeastern Otoe Co on 25 April (LB). Northwesterly reports were of 3 seen north
of Willis on 12 May (BFH), 2 reported at Yellowbanks Area on 24 May (DH), and one
seen at Oak Glen Area on 10 May (JG). The latter two suggest that this species
occurs some distance westward, at least as a migrant. It is a fairly common
breeder in the central Niobrara Valley.
Chjmney Swjft: The first were 6 reported at Alma on 20 April (GH, WH). The
best count was 20 at UNK (LR, RH). This species occurs statewide in towns and
cities; 3 were also reported at Gering on 2 May (AK).
Whjte-throated Swjft: The earliest was record early at Scottsbluff NM on 17
April, with numbers building there to 14 on 19 April and 30 on 12 May (SJD). At
least one was reported at West Ash Canyon on 23 May; nesting was thought not to
have started (WM). Another easterly report was of one spotted in the Courthouse
and Jailhouse Rocks area of Morrill Co on 30 May (AV). Reports are few east of
Scottsbluff Co in the North Platte Valley.
Ryby-tbroated Hymmjngbjrd: The earliest was sighted at an Omaha feeder
between 30 April and 1 May (B), followed by one spotted in Keya Paha Co on 9 May
(CH), the latter the furthest west reported this spring.
Belted Kingfisher: Routine reports.
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ewjs's Woodpecker: Although rarely reported in spring, there were 2
"1ghtings: a single was found 5 miles west of Bushnell on 20 May (KF), a rare
:ighting away from Ponderosa Pine habitat, and "a pair" was seen in West Ash
Canyon on 23 May (WM). In recent years most reports have come from the Pine
Ridge.
B,ed-headed Woodpecker: Recently this species has been reported less often.
Comments from observers on numbers in their areas would be of interest. Larry
Einemann noted that they were scarce during the spring period in Lancaster Co, and
1 found few this spring in FF, whereas starlings were ubiquitous. Is there a
cause-and-effect here? The earliest was one noted at Alma on 24 April (GH, WH).
Red-bellied Woodpecker: A good count was 18 tallied in southeastern Otoe Co
on 25 April (LB). An interesting westerly breeding report was of 2 feeding young in
a nest hole in Chase Co on 30 May (LR, RH). The species has spread westward in the
Republican Valley rather recently, reaching Colorado in the 1960's as a breeder.
yellow-bellied Sapsycker: The only report was of one discovered in the
observers' Bellevue yard on 12 April (BP, LP). This species moves through eastern
NE in low numbers.
Qowny Woodoecker: Routine Reports.
Hajry Woodpecker: Routine Reports.
Northern Flicker: The latest "red-shafted" flicker in the east was reported at
ADF on 13 April (LF, CF). Spring flickers in the Panhandle are a very mixed bag:
the 3 birds seen south of Gering on 6 April included one with very yellow shafts,
one pale reddish, and one very orange (AK), while it was noted that at the end of
May "red-shafted" birds tended to be in pines and "yellow-shafted" birds in
deciduous habitat (JTu). Most summering flickers in the Panhandle tend to be
"salmon-shafted" introgressants.
Pjleated Woodpecker: After a few scattered reports in the last few years from
FF, this year described a bonanza. Following a January sighting (JK, SK), one was
seen from the new blind at Great Marsh on 7 April (PW), and "suspicious
drumming" was heard in the same area on 18 April (JT). Then, on 25 April, a
surprising 3 to 4 birds were located, 1 to 2 to the east of Hidden Lake and 2 just
north of the deer enclosure on North Stream Trail (WRS). All birds seen were
territorial in their actions (WRS), but it soon became clear that a mated pair on
North Stream Trail was beginning to nest (CNK, RB, m.ob.). The birds were
carefully observed on 25 April defending a nest hole from Wood Ducks (CNK),
excavating on 2 May (JT), and copulating on 4 May (BFH). This report marks the
first documented NE nesting; prior to 1895, nesting was "not uncommon" in the
lower Missouri Valley, and the bird "probably used to breed," but no nesting had
been reported (Bruner et al, 1904: Bjrds of Nebraska).
Oliye-sjded Flycatcher: The earliest was found at Elmwood Park, Omaha, on 1
May (CEJ), a very early date, and singles were sighted there on 8 and 9 May
(CEJ). No others were noted until singles appeared at Ponca SP (JJ), Spring Creek
Prairie (R'), Schramm Park (JS), and BOL (LE) on 16 May. The last reported were
singles found at Ponca SP on 28 May (JJ) and Elmwood Park on 30 May (CEJ). None
was rep.orted west of BOL.
Western Wood-Pewee: The earliest was one seen at Rock Creek L on 13 May
(SJD), also the easternmost reported. The others reported were in breeding habitat
in the Panhandle (JTu, AK).
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Eastern Wood-Pewee: The earliest spotted was very early, at FF on 26 April
(DP, JP, JG), followed by one found on 8 May at HCR (B). The best count was 8 at
ICSP on 23 May (WRS). The farthest west reported, apart from the HCR bird, was
one heard singing on River Trail at Fort Niobrara NWR on 30 May (JTu).
Empidonax sp.: Observers should provide identification details for any Empidonax
flycatcher that is not a Least before 1 2 May or so, for early arrival dates for this
group of species in NE are poorly documented. Equivocal sightings should be
reported as "Empidonax sp." Into this category fell a single spotted at Oliver Res
on 1 May--thought to be probably a Least (SJD); 2 seen at CLNWR on 2 May (SJD);
and a single sighted at FF on 8 May thought not to be a Least based on its structure
(bill size, primary extension, not large-headed) but possibly a Willow (WRS).
Yellow-bellied Flycatcher: 2 reports arrived of this regular but
rarely-reported migrant. One was reported without details on the rather early date
of 8 May in Pierce Co; the earliest documented NE record is 24 May, but there are
other undocumented reports as early as 8 May. The earliest Iowa records,
however, are May 4, 7, and 7 (Kent and Dinsmore, Birds jn Iowa). The other was
located at Twin Lakes Area, Seward Co, on 21 May (MO), a rather westerly
location for this species.
Acadjan Flycatcher: None reported.
Alder Flycatcher: Only 4 were reported, the first at Schramm Park on 16 May
(JS). Others were seen at Wehrspann L between 22 and 23 May (B) and Crystal
Cove L on 26 May (BFH).
Willow Flycatcher: The earliest reported was one spotted and identified by its
"fitzbew" song in Dixon Co on 2 May, which ties the earliest record ever. Next
were singles found in Clay Co on 12 May (GH, WH) and at EL on 16 May (MU). The
best count was 4 tallied at Twin Lakes Area, Seward Co, on 21 May (MO). One was
banded at Wehrspann Lon 27 May (RG).
Least Flycatcher: The earliest and about on time were a single seen near Gibbon
on 1 May (LR, RH), 3 reported in Dixon Co on 2 May (JJ), and one located at FF also
on 2 May (JT). The best counts totaled 15 at Twin Lakes Area, Seward Co, on 21
May (MO) and 12 at FF on 6 May (DP, JP). The last reported were singles spotted
in Dixon Co on 26 May (JJ) and at FF the same day (BP, LP). The only Panhandle
report was of one found in Scotts Bluff Co on 8 May (AK), where it is a regular
migrant.
Hammond's Flycatcher: This species may prove to be a regular Panhandle
migrant in spring as well as in fall, as observations accumulate. A documented
report arrived of one found at the Visitors' Center at Scotts Bluff NM between 11
and on 12 May (SJD, Jfo, DCE). This sighting is the 2nd spring record for NE, the
other a specimen collected in Lincoln on 14 May 1917 (UNSM ZMl 0559). This
specimen, although not conclusively labelled as to its specific identity, is
essentially identical in all structural respects, notably bill and primary extension,
to an 11 September 1911 specimen (UNSM ZM10557) collected near Crawford
(WRS, JGJ).
Gray flycatcher: A first state record, a bird observed at Oliver Res on 17 May,
was documented (SJD, BP, LP). There is a late April specimen from southwest
Kansas (Thompson and Ely, Birds jn Kansas), and there are 8 spring records for the
northeastern Colorado plains, most close to the foothills, however (Andrews and
Righter, Colorado Birds). I suspect that the western empids which are likely to
reach NE (Hammond's, Dusky, Gray) will prove to have been grossly
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under-reported to date; for example, Tony Leukering (personal communication to
WRS) found that as many as 55% of the empids he banded at Barr Lake in eastern
Colorado (on the plains but near the foothills) after 20 August were Dusky
Flycatchers .
.c,grdi!leran Flycatcher: None was reported. There are, in fact, no documented
records for spring away from the known breeding locations.
fistern phoebe: Very early, but not unprecedented, was one found at ADE on 13
March (LE, CF), followed by one spotted in western Lancaster Co on 20 March (LE).
The first in the west, where the species is less common, was one reported at
CLNWR on 1 May (SJD). Of interest was a good total of 8 observed in northeastern
Chase Co on 29 May (LR, RH). While it breeds statewide, the lowest density occurs
in the southwest.
,Sjy's Phoebe: The earliest included singles sighted in southwestern Cheyenne and
southeastern Kimball Cos on 28 March (SJD). Easterly reports consisted of 3 birds
seen north of Orleans on 1 1 April, which did not remain in the area (GH, WH), and,
continuing an attempt to establish an easterly breeding outpost, one which was
reported 3 miles west and 4.5 miles north of Wakefield between 30 and 31 May
(JJ). Only one was found in Chase Co at the end of the period, whereas 8 Eastern
Phoebes were counted (LR, RH), the opposite of what one would expect in that part
of the state.
Great Crested Flycatcher: The earliest was one found at FE on 26 April (JG).
In the west, one was spotted at L Ogallala on 12 May (SJD), and several were
reported at Fort Robinson SP by the end of the period (JTu). This species has
become a regular breeder in northwest NE since the first nestings in the early

1960's.
Cassin's Kingbird: Reports came from that intrepid wanderer of the Panhandle,
SJD, who found one in Long Canyon on 11 May and 4 in southwestern Kimball Co on
12 May; 2 were also spotted in Kimball Co on 17 May (BP, LP).
Wester:1 Kingbird: Very early, surprisingly from the east and undocumented,
but not unprecedented, was one observed in the Eppley Airfield, Omaha, area on 21
April (B). Next were 3 reported at Oliver Res on 1 May (SJD). The best count was
12 seen in southwestern Hall Co on 8 May (LR, RH).
Eastern Kingbird: The arrival date for this species was clearly 1 May, when 1
to 3 were reported from 6 different locations west to Long Pine (JWH, CH, LR, RH,
JGJ, KP, LF, CF). The best count totaled 49 in Pierce Co on 8 May (fide DH). The
only Panhandle report consisted of one seen south of Gering on 12 May (AK).
Northern Shrike: the last to leave were singles observed in central NE on 3
April (LB) and in southwestern Dixon Co on 2 April (JJ).
Loggerhead Shrike: The earliest included singles found in southeastern Otoe Co
on 23 March (LF, CF), Platte Co on 27 March (DH), and in southern Lancaster Co
(LE). This species does well in the western parts of NE, as exemplified by excellent
counts of 29 in Keith Co on 24 April, 29 in the Panhandle on 25 April, and 24 in
Kimball CC": on 11 May (SJD). One was spotted on a nest in Dixon Co on 23 May (JJ).
White-eyed Yireo: This year was good for this rare species in NE. Since 1981
there have been only 1 5 reports; this year, however, there were 4, probably of 3
birds. Singles were reported at Schramm Park on 2 May (B}, at FF on 5 May (BP,
LP) and on 11 May (B}--possibly the same bird as that reported on 5 May--and at
Elmwood Park, Omaha, on 8 May (CEJ). No details were provided for the 2 May
and the ·1 1 May sightings.
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Bell's Vireo: The earliest included singles reported at Arbor Lon 8 May (LE) and
at ADF on 9 May (LE). The best count numbered 23 in Chase Co on 30 May (LR, RH).
Blye-beaded Vireo: The two spotted at Wehrspann L on 1 May (JWH) were the
first noted, followed by 3 seen in southeastern Otoe Co on 2 May (WRS). The best
count was 6, at FF on 8 May (WRS) and at Forest Lawn Cem, Omaha, on 11 May
(JGJ). The last reported were 2 found at Hormel Park, Fremont, (DP, JP) and one
in northern Lancaster Co (LE), all on 16 May. All reports came from the east.
Plymbeoys Vireo: Migrants are rarely noted, but 3 were found at Oliver Res on
17 May (SJD, BP, LP). Four were seen in Ponderosa Pine breeding habitat at
Chadron SP and Fort Robinson SP on 30 May (JTu).
Yellow-throated Vireo: The first reported were singles found in southeastern
Otoe Co on 2 May (LF, CF) and at Schramm Park (MUs). The best count totaled 3 nat
Ponca SP on 16 May (JJ). None was reported west of Lancaster Co.
Warbling Vireo: Arrival was on 2 May, tying the 2nd-earliest ever, with 4
observed in southeastern Otoe Co (WRS) and singles spotted at ADF (LF, CF) and
BOL (LE). The best count was 14 noted at Ponca SP on 16 May (JJ). And the
farthest west was one seen at Alma on 7 May (GH, WH).
Philadelobia Vireo: This vireo also was reported in good numbers, with 9 found,
all singles. These were identified at ADF on 2 May (LF, CF); at Dodge Park, Omaha,
on 11 May (JGJ); at FF on 11 May (B) and 15 May (NOU field trip); at Schramm
Park on 13 May (JG); at Seward on 18 May (JG); and rather far west for this
species, at Geneva Cem on 14 May (SJD) and 16 May (JGJ), and at McMurtrey
Marsh on 17 May (JGJ).
Red-eyed Vireo: Early arrivals were reported statewide: one at CCM on 1 May
(SJD), two in southeastern Otoe Co on 2 May (WRS), and singles spotted the same
day at CLNWR (SJD) and ADF (LF, CF). The best count tallied a moderate 5 at Boyer
Chute NWR on 22 May (DH).
Blye Jay: Routine reports.
Pinyon Jay: At least one was observed in Redington Canyon on 24 April (WM),
and fledged young-of-the-year were seen there on 23 May (WM). The only other
report (these birds are rather secretive in the breeding season) was, Of one
identified in the "cliff forests" of Fort Robinson SP on 30 May (JTu).
Black-billed Magpie: This species seems to be more in evidence at the
southeastern edge of its range the last few years, notably in Saunders and
Lancaster Cos. Nesting bas been known in the Prague area for at least 20 years;
this year nesting was noted 2 miles south and 5 miles west of Prague, and the birds
were eating dogfood (!) (DP, JP). One was seen a few miles west of Ceresco (no
date reported, KP). Also at the eastern edge of the range were 2 observed on the
Stanton-Cuming Cos line on 15 May (DH).
American Crow: Routine Reports.
Common Rayen: Occurrence of this species in NE this century is poorly
documented, e¥en though a few birds might reasonably be expected to occur,
especially in the southwestern Panhandle area, as there are breeders in the
Cheyenne are~ bf Wyoming and the Pawnee Grasslands of Colorado. Thus of interest
is a report f!'Pm Fort Robinson SP on 30 May, based, however, solely on calls
heard (JTu). At this date, any Common Ravens present in this vast, wel!-c!lffed
park would likely be breeding.
Horned Lark: An adult with a fledgling capable of flight was seen at CCM on 24
April (SJD).
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f.Yrple Martin: The first reported were spotted in the southcentral part of the
state: singles appeared at Alma on 7 April (GH, WH) and at Kearney on 8 April (LR,
RH). None was reported further west, or in northcentral NE. The best count was 19
observed in Kearney on 22 April (LR, RH).
Tree Swallow: The earliest reported included 1 spotted at FF on 20 March (B)
~d 2 found in Lancaster Co the same day (LE), tying the 2nd-earliest date. A
report from south of Long Pine on 1 May (CH) came from an area where the species
is not numerous. Th best count numbered 40 at Wood Duck Area on 8 April (DH).
Violet-green Swallow: The earliest of the reports, all from the western
panhandle, was one discovered at West Lawn Cem, Gering, on 11 May (SJD),
followed by 6 seen at Scotts Bluff NM on 12 May (SJD). In breeding habitat were
12 observed at Fort Robinson SP on 30 May (JTu).
~orthern Rou 0 h-wjnged Swallow: The earliest arrivals were rather early: at
least one was reported at Walnut Creek Lon 9 April (B), followed by 75 sighted at
FF on 11 April (WRS), 2 seen at Nebraska City the same day (LF, CF), and one found
in Harlan Co also on 11 April (GH, WH). The best count was 250 spotted at Hormel
Park, Fremont, on 5 April (DP, JP). In the west, 8 appeared west of Scottsbluff on
29 April (AK).
Bank Swallow: The first was one reported at Offutt Base Lon 27 April (BP, LP).
And the best count was 50 seen at Black Island Area on 15 May (DH), but few were
reported in all, none in the west.
Cliff Swallow: The first was a single seen in Harlan Co on 11 April (GH, WH),
followed by 25 observed at Nebraska City on 29 April (LF, CF). The best count
totaled 200 at the Highway 10 bridge over the Platte River on 1 May (LR, RH). A
group of 7 5 must not have liked a Lincoln bridge on 16 May, as they had departed
by 4 June (LE).
Barn Swallow: The first was reported at Walnut Creek Lon 9 April (B), followed
by 2 observed at FF on 11 April (WRS) and one reported in Harlan Co the same day
(GH, WH). The best count was 50 observed in Dixon Co on 2 May (JJ). The first in
the west were 2 seen at Gering SL on 21 April (AK).
Black-capped Chickadee: Routine reports.
Tufted Titmouse: Routine reports.
Red-breasted Nuthatch: Few were reported away from breeding habitat, the
last being 2 spotted at Oliver Res on 17 May (SJD, BP, LP) and singles seen at the
Bushnell Cem on 17 May (SJD) and in Cherry Co near Valentine on 20 May (JG). The
last reported in the east were observed in Seward on 10 May (JG) and in the Fort
Calhoun Cem on 11 May (JGJ). Individuals have been seen in Seward in May and
June in 1998 and 1999 (JG). At least one was found in Redington Canyon on 24
April (WM), possibly late wintering birds; the eastward extent of breeding in the
Wildcat Hills is uncertain. A female banded at NNF, Halsey, as a 1-year-old was
recaptured there as a 5-year-old this spring (RG).
W,hite-bceasted Nuthatch: The two spotted at HCR 3 on April (LB) may have
been i,,1;;nter visitors, as breeding birds in the central and western Republican Valley
are scarce.
Pygmy Nuthatch: Nesting was reported at 3 previously-known locations: 2
were seen investigating nest holes at Wildcat Hills NC on 27 March (SJD), and nests
were found on 23 May in West Ash and Monroe Canyons (WM). The best count
totaled 6 found in Chadron SP on 30 May (JTu).
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Brown Creeper: Wintering birds depart by mid to late April; the last such birds
reported consisted of 2 seen at Wehrspann L on 24 April (JWH) and one found in
western Lancaster Co (LE). The reproductive status of two birds observed at
DeSoto NWR on 8 May (JT) is of interest; suitable breeding habitat occurs there,
although no evidence of such was noted. Nesting in recent years has been regularly
noted only at FF, where one was spotted carrying nesting material on 18 April (JT)
and 2 were seen together, one singing, on 26 May (BP, LP). Numbers of wintering
birds and migrants are lowest in the west, where singles were noted in Sowbelly
Canyon on 7 March (SJD) and at Oliver Res on 4 April (SJD).
Rock Wren: The earliest noted was one seen at Scotts Bluff NM on 19 April (SJD).
None was reported east of Chase Co, where 2 were found between 28 and 29 May
(LR, RH).
Carolina Wren: This species was common in the southeast, with good counts of
7, including a pair with fledglings reported at ICSP on 23 May (WRS) and 4
observed at Wilderness Park, Lincoln, between 15 and 1 6 May, where fledglings
were also noted (SJD). The two sighted at Cauble Creek, Blair, appeared at the
most northern regular location in the state (JGJ). Farthest west was one found at
the Community College at Hastings on 24 March (B), and another was reported in
the west at Iron Horse Trail in Pawnee Co on 2 April (B).
Bewj ck' s Wren: Far out of range was a singing male that established a territory
around the Rhino Barn at Ashfall Fossil Beds SP around 15 May (Loren Blake,
m.ob.). Its upperparts were brownish rather than gray, suggesting that it belonged
to the expected central race pulichi whose range extends north to northcentral
Kansas (Pyle 1997, ldentjficatjon Gujde to North American Birds). It still sang
loudly at the end of the period.
Hoyse Wren: Rather early were one spotted at ADF on 12 April (LF, CF) and 3
reported at FF on 18 April {JT). The species became abundant by early May, when
75 were counted at FF on 8 May (WRS) and 46 at DeSoto NWR the same day (JT).
And an amazing 351 were tallied on the Pierce Co Migration Count on 8 May (DH).
Winter Wren: All reports came from the Missouri Valley; the last were 5
reported at FF on 25 April (WRS) and 3 found south of Nebraska City the same day
(LB).
Sedge Wren: The earliest was one seen at FF on 28 April (BP, LP). Several sang
at various points in the RWB on 1 May (JGJ), and a concentration of 11 was found
at Little Salt Fork Marsh on 2 May (LE). A good count at a westerly location was 12
reported at Harvard Marsh on 16 May (JGJ). Most spring birds are migrants and
depart by late May, and so the several singing south of Bellevue (B), the 4 at
Willow Creek L (DH), and the one in Dixon Co (JJ), all reported on 28 May, may
have been attempting to breed.
Marsh Wren: The first spotted were 2 found at FL on 21 March (LR, RH), a very
early date suggestive of wintering there or nearby. Migrants appear in early to
mid-April. Migrants departed from Arbor L, where breeding does not occur, on 1 6
May (LE).
Golden-crowned Kjnglet: One seen at a Bellevue feeder between 2 and 4 March
(B) was probably wintering, although early migrants usually appear in mid-March.
The last reported in the east was one spotted at Willis on 24 April (BFH), but one
was seen at Bushnell Cem as late as 11 to 12 May (SJD). Record late dates are in
mid- and late May.
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.B.uby-crowned Kjnglet: This species was widely-reported and in significant
numbers; The high counts numbered 47 on 11 April at FF (WRS) and 35 in
southeastern Otoe Co on 25 April (LB). The earliest reports included 6 at UNK on 9
March (LR, RH), a record early arrival; the previous early date was 12 March.
Next earliest was one reported in the west at CLNWR on 28 March (SJD). The last
was one seen at FF on 11 May (BP, LP).
,aJue-gray Gnatcatcher: This species also was widely-reported in good
numbers, most notably in the Panhandle, where the increasing numbers of birds
there appear to be related to a significant expansion on the western Great Plains.
The earliest in the Panhandle were a surprising total of 7 observed on 11 May: one
in southwestern Kimball Co, and 3 each at Oliver Res and at the northern Wildcat
Hills (SJD). Two were seen at the latter location on 13 May (SJD). Amazingly, at
least 6 others were reported, for a total of at least 16: singles were seen in
southern Garden Co and at Oliver Res on 12 May (SJD); at Enders Res on 13 May
(SJD); in southwestern Kimball Co on 17 May (SJD); at Bushnell Cem on 17 May
(BP, LP); at the top of Scotts Bluff NM on 20 May (KF)-and perhaps more than one
appeared at the same location on 30 May (AV). Elsewhere, farthest west was the
earliest, a single sighted 3 miles south of Harvard Marsh on 17 April (JGJ). The
best count totaled 4 in southeastern Otoe Co on 2 May (WRS), at Hummel Park,
Omaha, on 11 May (JGJ), and at FF on 19 May (DH). A nest was being built at !CSP
on 11 May (GH, WH). Reports came from northern to southern Dixon Co, where one
was found on 1 May (JJ).
Eastern Bluebird: The first migrants arrived in the east at Ames on 2 March
(DP, JP) and at Bluestem L on 5 March (MO). The best count was a moderate 10
observed in southeastern Otoe Co on 25 April (LB). The only Panhandle reports
consisted of 2 spotted at Oliver Res on 11 May (SJD) and 2 found at Fort Robinson
SP on 30 May (JTu).
Moyntajn Blyebjrd: The earliest migrants were noted on 7 March in the
Panhandle, when 30 were counted at various locations (SJD). The best count was
38 in southwestern Kimball Co on 4 April (SJD). A somewhat overlobked wintering
location is the cedar forested canyons in southeastern Lincoln Co, where as many
as 400 have been counted (GHo). The birds farthest east were found in Redington
Canyon on 24 April (WM), where breeding has not yet been reported, although
suitable habitat exists.
Townsend's Solitaire: The only eastern report was of 2 seen in the cedar hills
south of Lewis and Clark L on 20 March (B). These, along with one observed north
of Scottsbluff the same day (AK) and at least one reported in Redington Canyon on
24 April (WM) were probably wintering or migrants. A single spotted at the top of
Scotts Bluff NM as late as 20 May (KF) was not in apparently suitable breeding
habitat, bwt another observed the same day in Sowbelly Canyon (KF) was.
Yeery: The one reported from Dodge Park, Omaha, on 12 April (JT) was
undocurr.ented; it would be by far the earliest on record. Otherwise, one seen at FF
on 7 Miay (B), unidentified to subspecies, was the only other eastern report.
However·, 2 were reported in the Panhandle, both, as expected, of the western race
sa/icico/us; one was seen at West Lawn Cem, Gering, on 11 May (SJD, JFo), the
other at Oliver Res on 17 May (SJD, BP, LP).
Gray-cheeked Thrush: This spring was fairly good for this species, with about
15 reported. There were 2 very early reports, neither documented: singles were
observed at Dodge Park, Omaha, on T.2 April (JT) and at FF on 18 April (B). Next
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was one seen at Lange Basin on 1 May (JGJ), and last reported was one spotted at
. Wilderness Park, Lincoln, on 17 May (JS). One was seen singing at FF on 8 May
(WRS). Farthest west was the one reported at Seward on 18 May (JG).
Swajnson's Thrush: First for this statewide migrant were singles found at FF on
26 April (JG) and 7 birds observed at various locations from ADF (LF, CF) to•
southwestern Kimball Co (SJD) on 1 May. The best counts included 19 at Geneva on
14 May (SJD) .and 1 1 at both Oliver Res on 17 May (SJD) and FF on 8 May (WRS).
Last was a single seen in Chase Co on 28 May (LR, RH).
Hermjt Thrush: The earliest was spotted in Elmwood Park, Omaha, on 31 March
(CEJ), and the latest in the east was one seen at Lange Basin on 1 May (JGJ).
However, in the west, where it is a rare migrant, a rather late single was found at
West Lawn Cem, Gering, on 12 May; details were provided for the identification
(SJD). In all, about 13 birds were reported, only an average spring.
Wood Thrush: The earliest included 4 found at Hormel Park, Fremont, on 5 May
(DP, JP) and one observed at ADF on 6 May (LF, CF). An excellent count was 13 at
Hormel Park on 16 May (DP, JP). None was reported farther west.
Amerjcan Robjn: The best counts totaled 577 on the Pierce Co Migration Count
on 8 May (fide DH) and 304 in Lancaster Co on 27 March (LE).
Gray Catbird: The earliest reported consisted of singles spotted at Bellevue on
30 April (B) and at ADF on 1 May (LF, CF). The best count totaled 26 at Wood Duck
Area on 12 May (DH). The farthest west were one seen in Harlan Co on 7 May (GH,
WH) and one located near Johnstown on 9 May (SW).
Northern Mockjngbjrd: The earliest were 2 spotted in Clay Co showing signs of
territoriality on 1 May (JGJ) and 2 seen south of Valley on 2 May (B). Reports
were statewide.
Sage Thrasher: There have been few spring records until recently, when it
became clear that a few birds migrate through the Panhandle in spring. The 3
reports this spring bring the total to about 13. One was seen in southern Kimball Co
on 28 March (SJD), 3 were observed in the same area on 4 April (SJD), and one
was sighted west of Bushnell the same day (SJD).
Brown Thrasher: One seen at ADF on 5 April (LF, CF) was the earliest, fotlowed
by another reported in Omaha on 20 April (B) and 18 observed in southeastern Otoe
Co on 25 April (LB). The best count numbered an amazing 201 in Pierce Co for the
Migration Count on 8 May (fide DH). One arrived south of Gering on 8 May (AK), the
first in the west.
European Starling: The best counts were 1,000 at two locations, Nebraska City
on 5 March (LF, CF) and at Big Red Farms in Dixon Co on 6 March (JJ).
American pjpjt: The first were 2 seen at LM on 27 March (SJD); the best count
totaled 26 at CCM on 24 April (SJD), and the last reported was a single located at
LM on 12 May (SJD). The only other report was of 3 spotted in Pierce Co on 8 May
(fide DH).
Spraqye'S pjgft: None reported.
Bohemian WaJwjng: None reported.
Cedar Waxwfnq: The best counts included 500 at HCR on 23 April (GH, WH}; 287
at the Niobrara Valley Preserve on 3 May (SW); and 250 to 300 birds in Kearney
on 3 April (TEL). A few remain statewide to summer; the latest this spring were
22 counted at Pon.ca SP on 16 May (JJ).
Blye-wjnged' Warbler: Two of this casual migrant were reported, singles at
Schramm Park on 6 May (B) and at Wilderness Park, Lincoln, on 16 May (SJD}. No
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details were provided for either report; sight confirmation of this bird and the
Golden-winged Warbler are needed, as identification by song alone is insufficient
due to hybrids of the Golden-winged Warbler and phenotypically pure birds of each
species' singing songs of the other.
~olden-wjnged Warbler: This spring was excellent for this uncommon species;
9 were reported. The earliest was one seen in southeastern Otoe Co on 2 May
(WRS), record early, followed by one observed at FF on 4 May (8), tying the
previous early date. The last reported were singles spotted in Wilderness Park,
Lincoln, (SJD), and at ADF (LF, CF), both on 16 May. The best count was 2 in FF on
11 May (B). Westerly was one located in the Geneva Cem on 14 May (SJD, JGJ).
Iennessee Warbler: The earliest were 2 seen in southeastern Otoe Co on 2 May
(WRS), and an excellent total of 34 appeared at FF the same day (JT). The best
counts were 50+ at Dodge Park, Omaha, on 11 May (JGJ) and 39 at FF on 15 May
(SJD). The last was a single observed in. Bellevue on 26 May (BP, LP). Unexpected
was one discovered in Kimball on 17 May (SJD), where it is a rare migrant.
Qrange-crowned Warbler: This statewide migrant was present in excellent
numbers, with best counts of 42 along Stage Hill Road, Scotts Bluff Co, on 1 May
(SJD), 42 in FF on 2 May (JT), and of 41 in Pierce Co on the Migration Count on 8
May (fide DH). The first reported were singles observed at Chet Ager NC, Lincoln,
on 24 April (LE) and at ADF on 25 April (LF, CF); and the last sighted was a single
in Seward on 18 May (JG).
Nashyj!le Warbler: The earliest included one seen in southeastern Otoe Co on 2
May (WRS), 5 reported in FF the same day (JT), and another found at Arbor L also
the same day (LE). The best count was 12 at Hormel Park, Fremont, on 5 May (DP,
JP), although "lots" were in Lincoln on 17 May, also the last reported (MUs). The
farthest west for this generally eastern migrant were 2 seen at HCR on 8 May (GH,
WH).
Northern parula: This spring was good for this species, with reports coming
from many locations and totalling about 25 birds, including a surprising 4 from the
Panhandle: singles spotted at CLNWR on 1 May (SJD), at Oliver Re$ on 11 May
(SJD), at Bushnell Cem on 12 May (SJD), and at Swanson Res on~13 May (SJD).
These reports represent only the 11th through the 14th spring Panhandle records.
Elsewhere, the earliest arrival was one seen at FF on 18 April (WRS); and the best
count totaled 6 at FF on 25 April (WRS), although "several" were observed in
extensive sycamore stands east of Rakes Creek Area on 22 May (GW et al).
Yellow Warbler: The earliest was a single found at FL on 1 May (LR, RH),
followed by about 16 sighted at various locations on 2 May. The best counts totaled
21 at FF on 8 May (WRS) and 19 in Pierce Co on the Migration Count on 8 May (fide
DH). The first in the west was one located in Scotts Bluff Co on 8 May (AK).
Chestnyt-sjded Warbler: This spring was excellent for this eastern migrant,
with about 43 reported. Farthest west weewwone spotted at Lange Basin on 14 May
(JGJ) and up to 3 seen at Geneva Cem between 15 and 16 May (JGJ). Elsewhere,
the ear!~st reported was one seen at FF on 6 May (BP, LP). And best counts were
6 at Hormel Park, Fremont, on 16 May (DP, JP) and 5 at Wilderness Park, Lincoln,
on 15 May (LE). The last reported was one found at ADF on 21 May (LF, CF).
Magnolia Warbler: About 25 of this eastern migrant were reported, including a
best count of 4 as far west as Geneva Cem on 15 May, where 3 were found the day
before (JGJ). Other westerly reports included 2 at Lange Basin on 14 May (JGJ)
and one at McMurtrey Marsh on 1 S May (JGJ). The earliest was one spotted in
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southern Dixon Co on 1 May (JJ), and the last was a single found at FF on 20 Ma~
(BP, LP).
Cape May Warbler: This species is a rare migrant in NE, but may be overlookecj
as it prefers conifers--which are tedious to search and yield few other species fo1
birders--and tends to migrate through in a very narrow "window" of time. Sine~
1982, there have been only 1 3 records including the 4 this year, all in the peri~
from 10 through 21 May. This year 3 of the 5 reported, all in the very short perioe1
between 16 and 18 May, were discovered in either spruces or balsams. A male wa,
found on 16 May in a spruce at Geneva Cem after much "glaring into spruces'!
(JGJ). Two birds were also located in balsams with a high aphid population in
Lincoln between 17 and 18 May (MUs, JS, LE). The other reports were of single~
spotted at Bellevue on 16 May (B) and east of Cunningham Lon 16 May (B).
'
Black-throated Blye Warbler: Only one of this rare migrant was found, a
singing male located in FF on 7 May (BP, LP), only the 9th spring record since 1982
and about the 21st spring record in all.
Yellow-rumped (Audubon's) Warbler: The one observed at FF on 26 Apr~
with large numbers of "Myrtle" warblers was well-described (JP, DP) and marks
only the 4th record for the east. An excellent count was 13 in Kimball Co on 1i
May (SJD), obviously migrants. The only other reports consisted of one seen ir
Dawes Co on 25 April (RG); one rather late for a migrant noted at Gering Cem on 28i
May (BP, LP); 2 seen at Chadron SP on 30 May (JTu), and 2 found at Fort Robinson
SP on 30 May (JTu)--the latter two reports came from breeding locations.
Yel!ow-rymped (Myrtle) Warbler: The earliest reports for this statewide
migrant were 2 found at Wolf L on 20 March (TH) and 2 observed at BOL on 21'
March (JS); the next sightings were reported on 10 April (JWH, KP). The best
count totaled 100+ at FF on 7 May (CNK). And the last included one seen in
Lancaster Co on 16 May (LE) and 3 found (specified Myrtles) in Kimball Co on 17
May (SJD).
Black-throated Gray Warbler: Another 1st state record, at least the first
documented, a male was found at Oliver Res on 1 May (SJD). There have been 7
prior reports, lamentably none documented. Of 3 prior spring reports, onlY, One is
at a likely place and time, on 19 May, 1974, in Scotts Bluff Co; but the others, on
11 May 1971 in Adams Co and on 11 May 1975 in Lancaster Co are not
unprecedented. There are 6 records on the eastern Colorado plains (Colorado Bjrds:
Andrews and Righter), and it has been recorded twice in Iowa (Birds jn Iowa: Kent
and Dinsmore).
Black-throated Green Warbler: Few were reported, about 9 in all, most in
western NE. The earliest were 2 spotted each day at Geneva Cem on 14 and 15
May (JGJ, SJD). All reports were in the very short period, from 14 to 17 May,
the last one at Seward on 17 May (JG).
Blackbyrnian Warbler: A good spring, about 19 were reported. The earliest
was one s~en a\' Bellevue on 3 May (B), and last one was spotted at Crystal Cove L
on 26 May (BF!rl). The farthest west was one located at Lange Basin on 14 May
(JGJ).
Yel!ow-throited Warbler: The first was one observed at FF on 18 April
(WRS), and the most was the 3 found there on 25 April (WRS) and 4 May (BFH). The
only reports away from FF were a surprisingly far west single reported at Geneva
Cem on 14 May (JGJ, SJD) and another at a more expected location, the Krimlofski
Tract of Neale 'Woods (B).
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·ne Warbler: The only report of this apparently very rare migrant was of a
r;;,,ale seen at FL on 16 May; some details were provided, but were not sufficient
to change the status of this species in spring from hypothetical to accidental. This
sighting represents the 17th spring report for NE, but as yet none is adequately
documented; some no doubt are correct.
f.[airie Warbler: The only report of this rare species in NE was of one located at
Wild Rose Ranch on 7 May (JT). Documentation has been provided to the NOURC.
This report denotes the 14th spring report for the state.
f.Jlm Warbler: Numbers of this species were high, with a total of about 46
reported. The earliest included one found at Wehrspann Lon 1 May (JWH), 3 located
near Gibbon (LR, RH), and 4 observed at Spring Creek Prairie (KP), all on 1 May.
The best count was 7 in Dixon Co on 2 May (see below) and in Pierce Co on the
Migration Count on 8 May (fide DH). And the last reported was one found in Neale
Woods on 13 May (B). Available data suggest that most Palm Warblers in NE are of
the western race palmarum with whitish underparts. However, recently, as
observers note the color of underparts, it appears that eastern hypochrysea, with
yellow underparts, may occur regularly along the eastern edge of the state. There
were 2 reports, one seen in southeastern Otoe Co on 2 May (WRS) and a group of 7
"all very yellow" found in Dixon Co (JJ) the same day. These sightings bring the
total reports of hypochrysea to 4; the others occurred on 27 April 1997 at BOL
(JS) and on 10 May 1997 in Hall Co, the latter rather far west.
Bay-breasted Warbler: Generally rare in spring, the 4 birds reported made
this season a good one: reports included singles discovered at Schramm Park on 9
May (B), at FF the same day (JS), at Wilderness Park, Lincoln, on 17 May (JS),
and in Bellevue on 18 May (B).
Blackpol! Warbler: This species, normally fairly common in spring statewide,
but becoming rare in the west, was present in good numbers, with high counts of 31
at Geneva on 14 May (SJD) and 8 at FF on 6 May (B). A total of about 87 was
reported. The first were singles observed at FF (B) and at Crystal Cove L (BFH),
far to the north, on 2 May. The last spotted were 2 at Ponca SP on 23 May (JJ).
The farthest west was one identified near Valentine on 16 May (JG).
Cerylean Warbler: As usual, only a few were reported, as far north as Ashford
Scout Camp, Thurston Co, on 8 May (BFH) where summering birds have occurred
the last few years. The usual 1 to 2 birds were reported at FF, although they did
not seem to be as conspicuous as usual there and may not have stayed. Singles
were reported at FF on 8 May (JS) and on 10 May (B). The only other report was of
one spotted at Pelican Point Area on 5 May (B).
Black-and-whjte Warbler: Of interest was an adult male banded on 27 May at
Wehrspann L (RG): this date is rather late for a migrant, but recent evidence for
breeding in the Missouri Valley is inconclusive. The earliest reported was one seen
at Seward Cem on 30 April (JG), and the best count totaled 6 at Hormel Park,
Fremont, 9n 5 May (DP, JP). The last reported, except for the preceding 27 May
bird, was .one observed at Seward on 18 May (JG). The farthest west was one
located at CLNWR on 1 May (SJD).
Amerjcan Redstart: The earliest was one noted in southeastern Otoe Co on 2
May (WRS) and best counts included 17 at Ponca SP on 16 May (JJ) and 15 at
Smith Falls, Niobrara Valley Preserve, on 30 May (JTu), both breeding locations.
Breeding currently is limited to the Missouri and Niobara Valleys and the Pine
Ridge; the last migrants, therefore, were singles found at Seward on 18 May (JG)
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and Wilderness Park, Lincoln, on 17 May (LE). Do redstarts summer at Wilderness
Park?
protbonotary Warbler: As expected, most reports originated from the lower
Missouri Valley, but farther west than expected were one seen at Conestoga L on
22 May (JS) and another spotted near the Wood River 1-80 exit on 5 May (JT). At:
FF nesting was underway on 29 May when one was seen carrying nesting material
(JWH). The first reported was one found at Dodge Park, Omaha, on 4 May (JGJ),
and best count totaled 3 at FF on 8 May (WRS).
Worm-eatjng Warbler: An excellent total of 4 was reported; singles wer~
spotted to the west at Lange Basin on 1 May (JGJ) and at Hormel Park, Fremont, oni
5 May (DP, JP) and in the east at Hummel Park, Omaha, on 16 May (B), and at FR
on 20 May (B).
Ovenbird: The first was one obseived in southeastern Otoe Co on 2 May (LB).~
Reported numbers were not very high, perhaps because observers did not include
their sightings of this fairly common species.·The farthest to the west included one
seen near Halsey on 15 May (JG) and another found 6 miles north of Johnstown
(SW).
Northern Waterthrysb: The earliest were 1 to 2 located at FF on 26 April {JG,·
DP, J P); the best coi.mtpumbered 6 at Dodge Park, Omaha, on 11 May (JGJ). And
the last one was spotted at Seward on 18 May (JG). Panhandle sightings, where the.
species is rare, included/slngles at Oliver Res on 17 May (SJD, BP, LP) and at
CLNWR on 1 and on 12 May (SJD).
Loyjsjana Waterthrysb: The first to arrive were 2 located at FF on 7 April (BP,
LP); this species is usually among the first warblers to arrive in spring. At least
one remained at FF until 25 May (BP, LP). Reports away from FF were of singles in
found in southeastern Otoe Co on 2 May (WRS), at the Platte River SP on 15 May
(JS), at !CSP on 23 May (WRS), and at Schramm Park on 23 May (BP, LP), all
likely breeding locations.
Kentycky Warbler: Four were reported, all in breeding habitat: 1 to 2 were
spotted at Schramm Park on 9 May and again on 23 May (BP, LP), and singles were
seen at ICSP on 23 May (WRS) and at Rakes Creek Area on 22 May (GW et al) .. ,
Connecticyt Warbler: Two were reported, about an average spring. No details~
were provided for one identified at Schilling Refuge on 10 May (B) and a singingj
male appeared at Schramm Park on 16 May (JS).
Moyrning Warbler: There were a good number of reports for this fairly common.1
late-spring migrant. None was reported west of Harvard Marsh, where one was1
seen on 16 May (JGJ). The earliest were singles located at Schramm Park (B) and!
FF (JS) on 9 May; the best count totaled 3 at Geneva Cem on 16 May (JGJ, SJD).;
And the latest singles were reported at CSP (WRS) and Schramm Park (BP, LP) on
23 May.
MacGjl!jyray's Warbler: Reports of one spotted at Scotts Bluff NM on 11 May
(SJD) and 2 .obse[r'ed at Oliver Res 17 May (SJD) are from the part of the state
where the specieS<)s now expected in migration; but the one well-studied at Geneva
Cem on 1 5 May (JGJ) marks one of only 4 spring reports from eastern NE.
Common YelloWthroat: The earliest in the east was one seen at FF on 26 April
(DP, JP), and in the west one was identified in southwestern Kimball Co on 1 May
(SJD); 2 were also spotted at Oliver Res and 2 at CLNWR the same day (SJD). The
best count was 17 in Dixon Co on 1 6 May (JJ).
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J:19oded Warbler: This rare spring overshoot migrant was reported twice:
singles were noted at Geneva Cem on 6 May (JGJ) and near FL on 16 May, a male
(fide MU). These sightings were somewhat farther west than expected, but this
species has, surprisingly, been reported in the Panhandle no fewer than 8 times.
This year saw something of an invasion northward, with reports coming from
Colorado, South Dakota, and northwestern Iowa.
Wilson's Warbler: The earliest for this statewide migrant were singles sighted
in Scotts Bluff Co on 1 May (SJD) and at FF on 2 May (JT). The last was one seen
at FF on 22 May (DH). Not as many as usual were reported, totalling only about 21
birds .
.c,anada Warbler: Eight sightings were reported of this uncommon migrant, all in
the short period between 11 and 16 May. The farthest west included a single
identified at Geneva Cem on 14 May (SJD), "a pair" found at Hastings Cem on 16
May (EHe), and one observed at Wilderness Park, Lincoln, on 1 S May (SJD); these
reports represent only the 11th through the 13th records away from the Missouri
Valley. The earliest this spring was one found at FF on 11 May (BP, LP) and the last
consisted of singles identified at Bellevue on 16 May (B) and at Schramm Park the
same day (JS). The other report was of a single found at Neale Woods on 12 May
(B).

yellow-breasted Chat: As is usual in recent years, essentially none was
reported east of central NE; farthest to the east were singles spotted at Geneva on
14 and on 16 May (SJD, BP, LP), at McMurtrey Marsh on 1 5 May (JGJ), and at
Harvard Cem on 15 May (JGJ). The earliest were singles seen at Rock Creek Lon 8
May (DCE) and in Scotts Bluff Co the same day (AK).
Symmer Tanager: A few reports arrived from locations other than Schramm
Park, still the only known breeding location. A female spotted at FF on 6 May (B)
was the first to arrive; a 1st spring male was identified rather far north in Boone
Co on 9 May (B); a male was found at Doane College, Crete, on 12 May (MO); and
one was located at ICSP on 12 May (LF, CF).
Scarlet Tanager: Reports originated mostly in the Missouri Valley, the earliest
being a single observed at Schramm Park on 8 May (JS), with the exception of a
female found near Valentine on 16 May (SW).
Western Tanager; The 3 reports came from the Panhandle; the earliest occurred
near Gering on 10 May (AK).
Green-tailed Towhee: The 3 reported were all in the Panhandle, as expected:
singles were found in southwestern Kimball Co on 11 May (SJD), at West Lawn
Cem, Gering, on 12 May (SJD), and south of Gering on 1 5 May (AK).
Eastern Towhee: The first arrivals were 2 reported at FF on 9 April (JS) and
singles located both at Spring Creek Prairie on 10 April (KP) and at Dodge Park,
Omaha, on 12 April (JT), all rather early dates. The best count was 7 at Ponca SP,
close to the western edge of the summer range for pure Easterns, on 16 May (JJ).
Migrants ~ppear west of the summer range; apparently in this category was the
bird spo~ted at McMurtrey Marsh on 15 May (JGJ). Just west of the western edge
of the range for Eastern Towhee was one found just north of Grove Lake Area on 31
May; it sang an Eastern song but had some limited spotting on its wings (WRS). Pure
Easterns breed west to the Cedar Co area, and hybrids occur in a zone west of
there.
Sootted Towhee: The last in the east was a female observed at FF on 8 May
(JS), a rather late departure date for the southeast. The best count registered 30
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in Hall Co on 8 May (LR, RH), suggesting a migration peak. One noted at UNL-East on
16 March (LE) may have wintered nearby, but the first migrant was probably one
located in Buffalo Co on 17 April (LR, RH).
Cassjn's Sparrow: None reported.
Amerjcan Tree Sparrow: The last was a single spotted at FL on 4 Apr (LR, RH).
And the best count was 75 at BOL on 13 March (LE).
Chippjng Sparrow: A very early individual was seen at the Rowe Sanctuary
feeder on 24 March; it had not been present earlier (fide DR). Elsewhere, next to
arrive were singles spotted near Ames on 7 April (DP, JP), 2 found near Gibbon the
same day (LR, RH), and another seen and heard at FF also on 7 April (BP, LP). The
best counts included 164 in Pierce Co on the Migration Count on 8 May (fide DH),
and 62 in Lancaster Co on the same day (LE).
Clay-colored Sparrow: The earliest were several found in Buffalo Co on 17
April (LR, RH). The best count numbered "hundreds" in western NE between 11 and
14 May (SJD); and the latest included 2 seen in Dixon Co (JJ), 8 found at BOL (LE),
and 3 identified at Willow Creek L (DH), all on 16 May.
Brewer's Sparrow: The only reports were of one found in southwestern Kimball
Co on 1 May and 4 seen there on 2 May (SJD).
Field Sparrow: Early spring reports, before 10 April, especially in the
southeast, may be of either wintering birds or early migrants. This year, however,
several were reported in early April, including one spotted at ADF on 27 March
(LE), suggesting that migration began then. Farthest west was one observed below
Keystone Dam on 12 May (SJD); this species is rare in the Panhandle.
Vesper Sparrow: The earliest were singles found north of L Ogallala on 28
March (SJD) and in Dodge Co on 2 April (B). The best count totaled 40 in
southeastern Gosper Co on 25 April (LR, RH).
Lark Sparrow: The first were 2 found southeast of Norfolk on 19 April (DH), and
the best count of apparent migrants numbered 78 in Pierce Co on the Migration
Count on 8 May (fide DH). Summering birds are abundant in the west; 900 were
reported in Chase Co between 28 and 30 May (LR, RH).
Lark Byntjng: The first was one identified in Sioux Co on 8 May (AK). Rather far
east was a male found near Massie Lagoon on 16 May (SJD, BP, LP). Other easterly
birds included a male observed at FL 16 on May (MU), one molting to summer
plumage in Harlan Co the same day (GH, WH), and another male spotted 6 miles
south of Valentine NWR on 19 May (LF, CF). Numbers reached summer levels by 31
May in Chase Co, where 800 were estimated present (LR, RH).
Sayannah Sparrow: Record early was one reported with details at a feeder in
Dixon Co on 10 March (JJ), followed by singles seen at Little Salt Fork on Marsh
27 March (LE) and Deep Well Basin the same day (JG). The best count was 160 in
Pierce Co on the Migration Count on 8 May (fide DH). The last were 6 located at
Twin Lakes Area, Seward Co, on 21 May (MO) and one spotted in southeastern Otoe
Co on 30 May (LF, CF). Late May reports may be of birds attempting to summer.
Bajrd's Sparrow: The last couple of years may be altering the conservative
thought that this species is a fairly late spring migrant, essentially restricted to
native mid-length grasslands, a habitat found in western NE. There are now 3
records, probably of 2 birds, of individuals sighted along roadsides near RWB
potholes adjacent only to non-native grasses such as brome. This spring, one was
photographed at Kissinger Basin on 24 April (JGJ). Another, which was somewhat
elusive and considered only a "possible," was observed at Kirkpatrick Basin on 29
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April (JG). And a report at DeSoto NWR on the Migration Count on 8 May was
undocumented. The Kissinger Basin bird is the earliest documented record,
suggesting that this species may move through the state earlier than previously
thought, at about the time as and in habitats occupied by hordes of Savannah
Sparrows. There are now 7 documented spring records, all in the short period
from 24 April to 11 May, most in central NE, but including one in Cass Co .
.6,[asshopper Sparrow: The earliest was seen very early at Spring Creek
Prairie on 12 April (KP), followed by 2 found in southeastern Otoe Co on 2 May
(WRS), and one observed at Cracker Barrel Marsh, Lincoln, the same day (LE). This
species reaches high levels of abundance in grasslands in western NE, although an
estimate of 900 in Chase Co on 30 May (LR, RH) is extraordinary.
~nslow's Sparrow: A small population apparently persists at Meadowlark
Lake, where one was found on 10 May (JG), and another small group was noted just
north of Spring Creek Prairie on 16 and again on 21 May (KF, JS, KP).
,L.eConte's Sparrow: Only 2 were reported, a low number, even though this
species is harder to find in spring than fall. One was identified at Harvard Marsh on
1 May (JGJ) and the other was spotted at Wilkins Basin on 14 May (SJD).
Nelson's Sharp-tailed Sparrow: The only report of this rare migrant was of
one seen at Arbor Lon 16 May (LE).
fox Sparrow: Reports were primarily from the east, with the farthest west
report of 3 coming from just east of Valentine in the Niobrara Valley on 2 April (B).
Elsewhere, the first were 2 seen at Wood Duck Area on 3 March (DH); the best
count was 25 there on 2 April (DH). And the last was one reported without details
on what would be a record late date of 8 May in Pierce Co on the Migration Count
(fide DH). Otherwise, the latest was one found at FF on 18 April (WRS).
Song Sparrow: The best count (estimate?) totaled an excellent 200 at FL on 18
April (LR, RH). Rare in the west, the only report was of one spotted in Scotts Bluff
Co on 8 May (AK).
Lincoln's Sparrow: The earliest were 2 found near Rowe Sanctuary on 10
March (GH, WH)--likely birds which wintered nearby--and singles noted both in
Lincoln on 29 March (LE), also a very early date, and at ADF on 1 A,pril (LF, CF).
The best count numbered 15 at ADF on 3 May (LF, CF), and last was one spotted
there on 23 May (LF, CF).
Swamp Sparrow: The one seen at Neale Woods as early as 5 March (B) must
have wintered nearby. First of the migrants were singles found at FL on 28 March
(MO), a very early date, and at Pawnee Lon 4 April (JS). None was reported west
of Clay Co, where 2 were found on 12 May (GH, WH).
White-throated Sparrow: The bird spotted at Krimlofski Tract, Neale Woods,
on 5 March (B) may have wintered nearby; wintering occurs rarely in the
southeast. Most are migrants, the earliest identified at Forest Lawn Cem, Omaha,
on 27 March (B), followed by 2 located at FF on 11 April (WRS). The best count
was 26 in .southeastern Otoe Co on 2 May (WRS), and last was one observed at
Black Isla~ Area on 14 May (DH). Rare in the west, 2 appeared at CLNWR on 1
May (SJD), and 2 were identified at L Ogallala on 13 May (SJD).
White-crowned Sparrow: One which apparently wintered nearby appeared at a
Bellevue feeder between 2 and 4 March (B). Migrants showed up in early April,
with one spotted at FL on 4 April (LR, RH) and 2 found at FF on 9 April (JS). Not
many were reported; and the best count was only 10, in Pierce Co on the Migration
Count on 8 May (fide DH). The last was one sighted at Crystal Cove Lon 26 May
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(BFH). Of birds specified to subspecies, a black-lored (presumably eastern
leucophrys) individual was seen at FF on 8 May (WRS), and 4 were spotted near
Gibbon on 1 May (LR, RH), rather far to the west for this subspecies. A pale-lored
(gambelii) bird was identified in Kimball Co as late as 17 May (SJD). Gambelii occur
statewide in migration, and Jeucophrys appear mostly in the eastern third of the
state.
Harris's Sparrow: The best counts tallied an excellent 369 on the Pierce Co
Migration Count on 8 May (fide DH) and 95 in Dixon Co on 2 May (JJ). Last was one
seen in southwestern Dixon Co on 23 May (JJ).
park-eyed Jynco: The best count totaled 92 at BOL on 7 March (LE), and last
were singles spotted at Ponca SP on 2 May (JJ) and at Oliver Res on 1 May (SJD).
A "slate-colored" junco was banded at NNF, Halsey, on 30 April (RG), a fairly late
date for the subspecies. Two "White-winged" juncos were identified in Dawes Co on
25 April (RG), about their normal arrival time.
McCown's Longspur: Amazing numbers of migrants appeared in southwestern
Kimball Co: 322 were seen there on 4 April and a record high 1,893 were counted
there on 17 April (SJD).
Lapland Longspyr: The best count (estimate?) tallied 1,000 in Dixon Co on 10
March (JJ), and the last reported were 100 found in Kimball Co on 14 March (NK).
Smith's Longspur: The only report of this elusive migrant was of a male molting
into alternate plumage that was repeatedly flushed and heard "rattling" at Little
Salt Fork Marsh on 12 April (JS). This sighting represents only about the 10th
spring record; all come from the southeastern corner of the state, east of a line
running from Washington to Webster Cos.
Chestnut-collared Longspur: Somewhat easterly was one found northwest of
Grand Island on 14 March (B), a very early date. At a more expected location were
14 reported in southwestern Kimball Co on 28 March (SJD), and "a few" sighted
there on 4 April (SJD).
Snow Bunting: The only report was of a few flushed along 1-80 near York on 12
March (B), a very late date for this species.
Northern Cardinal: A pair remains at their usual spot just east of Scottsbluff
(fide AK), and a female wintered until 17 March at the Dean and Phyllis Drawbaugh
feeder in Scottsbluff (fide AK); this species slowly becomes established in the area.
Near the northwestern edge of its range was the one observed at the Dismal River
bridge on highway 83 on 30 May (JTu).
Rose-breasted Grosbeak: Migrants appear rather far west of the summer
range, becoming casual in the Panhandle; one was noted at Gering on 10 May (AK)
and another was sighted at Oliver Res on 17 May (SJD). Elsewhere, the earliest
was spotted at a feeder near Talmage on 30 April (Mbi), and singles were seen near
Gibbon (LR, RH) and at Spring Creek Prairie (KP) the next day. The best count
totaled 16 at Ponca SP on 16 May (JJ). The one found in Harlan Co on 8 May was
the observers' first in the area (GH, WH); regular summering occurs west to about
Orleans.
Black-headed Grosbeak: The earliest were singles found in Harlan Co on 8 May
(GH, WH) and as far north as Fort Niobrara NWR the same day (B). Few were
reported.
Blye Grosbeak: The earliest was one seen northwest of Alma on 9 May (GH, WH).
One was spotted carrying nest material in southeastern Cuming Co on 30 May (LE).
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zylj Byntjna: Easterly was one observed at McMurtrey Marsh on 1 S May
tfGJ), but farthest east included the singles found at Conestoga L on 8 May (KP)
and in Lincoln, a bird scoped at a feeder, on 9 May (KP). These sightings represent
the 9th and 10th records from the east. The Conestoga bird was the earliest this
spring; first in the west was one seen at Wildcat Hills on 11 May (SJD). The best
count was 3 reported at Smith L, Sheridan Co, on 18 May (SW) .
.Lndiqo Byntjng: The earliest were 2 sighted at FF on 2 May (JT). The farthest
west was one noted in Chase Co on 29 May (LR, RH). This species breeds throughout
the Republican River drainage .
.Q,jckcissel: The earliest was a single reported near Gibbon on S May (LR, RH). The
best count totaled 1S between Beatrice and Auburn on 11 May (GH, WH). Westerly
were as many as 7 seen in extreme western Hayes Co on 29 May (LR, RH).
,liobolink: The earliest included one spotted at Little Salt Fork Marsh on 2 May (LE)
and 4 found in northeastern Otoe Co on 3 May (LE). Three were observed near
Raven, Brown Co, by 8 May (SW). The best count totaled 16 in Pierce Co on the
Migration Count on 8 May (fide DH).
Bed-wjnged Blackbird: The best count numbered 8000 near Gibbon on 6 March
(LR, RH).
fastern Meadowlark: The earliest identified to species was spotted at ADF on
16 March (LF, CF); some birds winter in this area, and this sighting may merely
indicate the start of singing. Far to the west, where wintering does not occur, one
was found singing at CCM on 27 March (SJD). A good count of 21 along the dam face
at Standing Bear L was made on 29 March (NR). The observers' first record for
their Dodge Co farm, where the species is not common, was made on 29 March (DP,
JP).
Western Meadowlark: One bird had reached Gering by 4 March (AK), although
wintering occurs in that area, and this sighting may indicate the start of singing
there. An excellent count was SS 1 reported in Pierce Co on the Migration Count on
8 May (fide DH).
Yellow-headed Blackbjrd: The earliest were singles spotted in the FL area on
20 March (B) and on 26 March (GH, WH). The best count numbered 1, 9()0+ at North
Lake Basin on 23 April (JG).
Rysty Blackbird: Rather far west, where the species is rare, were 1 to 2
observed at CCM between 27 and 28 March (SJD). The best count was 24,
surprisingly observed at a feeder, in Omaha on 8 March (B). The last reported
were 2 seen at Arbor L on 2S April (LE). Few were reported.
Brewer's Blackbjrd: Rare in winter in the east, 3 appeared in Kearney Co on 9
March (GH, WH), and a single spotted at Arbor L on 20 March (LE) may have
wintered nearby. A flock of 30 reported in western Banner Co on 17 April (SJD)
were migrants. The best count totaled 100 2 miles north of Kirkpatrick Basin on 29
April (JG).
Great-tjjled Grackle: A flock of 41 spotted near Niobrara on 6 March (JGJ)
may have wintered there; a similar-sized flock was reported there in December. On
the other hand, 25 appeared at FL as early as 7 March (B) and 130, the best count
for the season, were seen there by 1O March (GH, WH). The small group in the
Panhandle at Kiowa Springs persists, with 3 there on 17 April and 7 counted 19
April (SJD); and 2 were observed at Facus Springs from 1 1 to 1 2 May (SJD). Two
had reached Dakota Co by 21 April (BFH). It looks as though the entire state will be
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colonized soon, although as yet essentially no reports have come from the vast
amount of seemingly-suitable habitat in the Sandhills.
Common Grackle: 2 migrants appeared near Gibbon on 6 March (LR, RH). The
best count was a moderate 400 reported near Gibbon on 24 April (LR, RH).
Brown-headed Cowbird: The first were 3 reported at Arbor L on 13 March
(LE). Few were reported, none from the west.
Orchard Oriole: The earliest was one seen at ADF on 2 May (LF, CF), but the
first in the west did not appear until 21 May south of Gering (AK). It is abundant in
summer in the southwest; 400 were estimated in Chase Co between 28 and 30 May
(LR, RH), many of which were probably migrants.
Baltimore Oriole: A hybrid with Bullock's Oriole was reported from Neale Woods
without details on 13 May (B); this sighting is rather far east, even for a migrant,
as obvious hybrids are rare east of central NE. The earliest Baltimores included a
sing!e noted at Spring Creek Prairie on 30 April (KP) and 4 found at ADF on 1 May
(LF, CF), which just beat the bunch; arrival in force occurred on 2 May, with 6
reports. One observer (JJ) noted that the 10 seen in Dixon Co on 2 May were
males. The first females noted were sighted near Gibbon on 5 May (LR, RH) and in
Omaha the same day (NP). There were no reports west of central NE.
Bullock's Orjole: The first was one seen south of Gering on 20 May (AK). A male
sighted at Fort Niobrara NWR on 30 May (JTu) was rather far east for a
non-hybrid. No others were reported.
Brambling: Perhaps "The Bird of the Season" was a female that put in a brief
stint at the Dean and Phyllis Drawbaugh feeder in Scottsbluff between 14 and 19
April (fide AK, SJD). This sighting denotes the first state record of this species,
and was the southeasternmost report of several sightings which were described as
an "irruption" in British Columbia and the western USA (Wildlife Information
Scrapbook at www.visionfoundation. org/birdindex. htm). This irruption involved
about 17 birds in the period from 28 October to 24 April. A female or immature
male appeared at a Sturgis, South Dakota, feeder from 4 to 5 April; it may have
been the same bird that appeared in Scottsbluff.
Gray-crowned Rosy-Fjnch: The only report was of 15 seen in southwestern
Sioux Co on 7 March (SJD), the last of the season.
Pyrole Fjnch: None reported.
Cassjn's Finch: The only report was of a well-described female observed at
Wildcat Hills NC on 12 May (DCE, JFo, SJD).
Hoyse Fjnch: Routine reports.
Red Crossbill: The only reports away from the Panhandle included a male
observed at a feeder near Kearney from 13 to 17 May (MU), 1 to 2 spotted at Alma
between 13 and 21 April (GH, WH), and 2 to 4 reported at the Niobrara Valley
Preserve on 3 May (SW). At least 60 were seen in Sowbelly Canyon on 7 March,
including a very recent fledgling (SJD). Breeding usually occurs very early in this
species. About 40 observed in Monroe Canyon on 7 March were singing on
territory, indicative of breeding birds (SJD). Adults also fed fledged
young-of-the-year in West Ash Canyon on 23 May (WM). In the Wildcat Hills,
individuals were found east to Redington Canyon on 24 April (WM), and 3 were
sighted at the top of Scotts Bluff NM on 30 May (AV).
Common Redpol!: None reported.
Pjne Siskin: the latest away from known breeding locations included one at an
Alma feeder until 13 May (GH, WH) and one at the observers' feeder in Bellevue on
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15 May (BP, LP). The best count was 51 in Dawes Co, where it breeds, on 25 April
(RG).
sser Goldfjnch: One was reported in Cedar Canyon, Scotts Bluff Co, on 26
~y (RB, JH). No details are available at this writing; but this time and location
are expected, and if verified, would mark the 4th documented and 7th overall
report for the state.
american Goldfinch: Routine Reports.
-'Yenjnq Grosbeak: Reports arrived of 2 females at Wildcat Hills NC on 27 March
(SJD) and 20 out of 35 to 40 birds were banded in Dawes Co on 25 April (RG). One
was reported (without details) at Fort Niobrara NWR on 8 May (B), one of a handful
of May dates east of the Panhandle.
1:1.9use Sparrow: Routine reports.

